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Reapportionment. Congressional Districts-Referendum Statute 
Official Title and Summary Prepared by the Attorney General 
REAPPORTIONMENT. CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS. REFERENDUM STATUTE. A "yes" vote approves, a 
"no" vote rejects, a statute (Chapter 535) enacted by 1981 Legislature revising the boundaries of the 43 congressional 
districts and adding 2 new congressional districts. Summary of Legislative Analyst's estimate of net state and local 
government fiscal impact: Approval would not affect state or local costs. Rejection, which would require establishment 
of new congressional districts in 1983; would result in state costs of $250,000 and county costs of $350,000. 
FINAL VOTE CAST BY THE LEGISLATURE ON AB 301 (PROPOSITION 10) 
Assembly-Ayes, 44 Senate-Ayes, 21 
~~oes, 29 Noes, 15 
Analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
Background: 
The State Constitution requires the Legislature to 
adjust the boundary lines of California's congressional 
districts every 10 years, in the year following the federal 
census. This process is known as "reapportionment" or 
"redistricting." Congressional districts are required to 
be as nearly equal in population as is practicable, con-
sistent with provisions of the Federal Constitution, as 
interpreted by the United States Supreme Court. The 
State Constitution provides that the districts shall be 
"single-member" and composed of contiguous territo-
ries, numbered consecutively commencing at the 
northern boundary of the state and ending at the south-
ern boundary. In forming the districts, the integrity of 
cities, counties, and geographical regions must be re-
spected to the extent possible without violating other 
constitutional requirements. 
Following the 1980 federal census, the Legislature 
enacted Chapter 53Q (AB 301), Statutes of 1981, which 
established boundaries for the 45 congressional nistricts 
to which California is entitled. 
Proposal: 
This referendum allows the voters to approve or re-
ject the congressional reapportionment statute adopted 
in 1981 by the Legisiature. 
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If the statute is approved the congressional districts 
established by the act would remain unchanged until 
1991, when the Legislahlre would be required to estab-
lish new boundaries for the districts, based on the re-
sults of the 1990 federal census. 
If the statute is rejected the congressional districts 
established by the act would be used only for the pri-
mary and general elections in 1982. In 1983, the Legisla-
ture would be required to adopt new boundaries for the 
districts which would remain unchanged until 1991. 
The California Supreme Court, in a recent decision in-
volving this statllte, stated that, if the voters reject tl 
statute, the new districts would have to be "essentially 
different" from the old districts. 
Fiscal Effect: 
Approval of this statute would not affect state or local 
costs. 
Rejection of this statute would require the Legisla-
ture to establish new congressional districts in 1983. The 
State ~neral Fund costs associated with establishing 
new congressional districts wotild be approximately 
$2.50,000. Counties would incur one-time costs of ap-
proximately $350,000 to develop new precinct maps and 
related election materials for the districts. 
Text of Proposed Law 
This law proposed by Assembly Bill 301 (Statutes of 1981, Ch. 535) 
is submitted to the people as a referendum in accordance with the 
"lrovisicns of Article II, Section 9 of the Constitution. 
This proposed law expressly repeals an existing chapter of the Elec-
~ons Code and adds a riew chapter thereto; therefore, the new provi-
Slons proposed to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that 
they are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
SECfION 1. Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 30030) of Di-
vision 18 of the Elections Code is re.,ealed. 
SEC. 2. Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 300(0) is added to 
Division 18 of the Elections Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 4. CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS 
:JOO3O. It is the intent of" the Legislature in the enactment of this 
chapter to implement the United States constitutional mandate as set 
forth in Section 2 of Article I and the provisions of Article XXI of the 
California Constitution. 
30031. For purposes of this chapter, references to "CT" shall mean 
"census trllct'~ and references to "Ed" or "Eds" shall mean "enumer-
ation district" or "enumeration district!>·'; respectively, as those 
demographic units are estabHshed by the United States Bureau of the 
Census for the 1980 census as described by maps and pubHcations of 
the bureau. 
References to "Block Group" and "Bloc/cs'; respectively, shall 
mean those demographic units as established by the United States 
Bureau of the Census for the 1980 census as described by maps and 
pubHcations of the Bureau. 
In addition, and for purposes of this chapter, references to "city 
boundarie(; "city limits'; or "boundaries of the town'; respectively, 
shall refer to the boundaries or limits of the particular city or town 
as they existed on April 1, 1980, except as is otherwise expressly pro-
vided. Reference to a city or town shall refer to the particular incor-
porated municipality provided for herein. 
30032. Congressional District 1: Congressional District 1 shall con-
siP of the following whole counties: Del Norte, Glenn, Humboldt, 
'fendocino, Sonoma, Trinity. . 
Congressional District 2: Congressional District 2 shall consist of the 
JiJllowing whole counties: Butte, Colusa, Lake, Napa, Sutter, Tehama, 
Yuba, together with the part of Shasta County not included in Con-
gressional District 14. 
Congressional District 3: Congressional District 3 shall consist of the 
part of Sacramento County contained in the foUowing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1, CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, CT 5, CT 6, CT 7, 
CT8, CT9, CT 10, CT 11, CT 12, CT 13, CT 14, CT 15, CT 16, CT 17, 
CT~q~CT.CTACT.CT.CT.CT~CT.CT 
27, CT 28, CT 2.9, CT 30, CT 31.01, CT 31.02, CT 32.01, CT 32.02, CT 
~CT~CTM~CTM02,CT.CT~CT~CT~CT~~ 
CT 40.02, cr 40.03, CT 41, cr 42.01, CT 42.02, CT 42.03, CT 43, CT 
44.01, CT 44.02, CT 45, CT 46.01, CT 46.02, CT 47, CT 48, CT 49.01, CT 





91.01. CT 91.02, CT 91.03, CT 91.04, CT 92, CT 93.01, CT 93.02-
Partial Census Tracts: CT 7~Blocks 415 and 416,' CT 81.06-Block 
Groups 1 and 2; CT 96-Portions in the City of Sacramento. . 
Congressional District 4: Congressional District 4 shall consist of 
Yolo County, together with the part of Sacramento County not con-
tained in Congressional District 3, together with the part of Solano 
Co·wty contained in the following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 25. CT 2521.02, CT 2521.99, CT 25. cr 
~~CT~02,CT~~CT~~CT~~CT~02, 
CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~~CT~~CT 
~07, cr ~08, CT 2526.09, CT 2527.01, CT 2527.02, cr 2528, C/' 
2529.02, cr 2529.03, cr 2529.04, CT 2529.~ CT 2530, CT 2531.01, CT 
2531.02, CT 2531.03, CT 2532.01, CT 2532.02, CT 2532.03, CT 2533, (,~ 
2534, cr 2535. 
Par.tial Census Tracts: CT 2501.02-That portion not in the City of 
dleJo; CT 2504-That portion not in the City of Vallejo; (,'7'2505.01 
--That portion not in the City of Vallejo and block 120; CT 2505.02-
That portion not in the City of Vallejo and block 114; CT 2506.01-
That portion not in the City of Vallejo and the incorporated portion 
of block 107,' CT 2506.02-That portion not in the City of Vallejo; CT 
2507.01-That portion not in the City of Vallejo; CT 2507.02-That 
portion not in the City of Vallejo; CT 2511-That portion not in the 
City of Vallejo; CT 2521.01-That portion not in the City of Vallejo. 
Congressional District 5: Congressional District 5 shall consist of all 
of the City and County of San Francisco not contained in Congres-
sional District 6. 
Congressional District 6: Congressional District 6 shan consist of the 
following whole county: Marin. together with the part of the City and 
County of San Francisco contained in the follOwing 1-I-1101e and partiai 
census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1~ CT 105.99, CT 1~ CT 114, CT 115, 
CT 116, CT 117, CY 118, CT 124, CT 1~ CT 158, CT 159, CT 160, CT 
mCT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~~m 
CT 171, CT 176.01, G'7' 176.02, CT 1~ CT 178, CT 179.01, CT 179.02, 
CT 179.99, cr 180, CT201, CT202, CT203, CT226, CT226.99, CT227, 
CTmCTmcr_CT~CT~CT~CT~99,CT~ 
CT 608, CT 608.99, CT 609, CT 610. . 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 101-That porbon east of Powell Street; 
CT l04-That portion east df Powell Street; CT l07-That portion 
east of Powell Street; CT 113-That portion east of Powell Street; CT 
119-That portion east of Powell Street; CT 165-That portion south 
of Grove Street; CT ~Blocks 302 and 303; CT 603-That portion 
east of Stanyan Street, together with the part of San Mateo C(lU"/Y 
contained in the followUIg whole and partial census tracts: . 
Whole Census Tracts: CT6OO6, CT6OO7, CT6OO8, CT5009, CT6011, 
CT 6012, CT 6014, CT 6016.02, CT 6016.03. 
Partial Census Tracts: G'7' 6002-That portion in the City of Daly 
City; CT 6003-That portion in the City of Daly City,· CT 6004-That 
portion in the City of Daly City; CT ~That portion in the City 
of Daly City; CT 6013-That portion in the City of Daly Cit)~· CT 
601~That portion contained in blocks 101 and 107; GT6016.01-That 
portion .,.,ithin the city limits of Daly City, together with the part of 
Solano County not contained in whole and partial census tracts in-
ciucfj.ng those tracts designating population on vessels which are not 
contained in Congressional District 4. 
Congressional District 7: Congressional District 7 shall consist of the 
part of Contra Costa County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 3010, CT 3020, CT 3031, CT 3032, CT 3040, 
CT 3050, CT 3060, CT 3071, CT 3072.01, CT 3072.02, CT 3072.~ CT 
3080, CT 3090, CT 3100, CT 3110, CT 3120, CT 3131.01, CT 3131.02, CT 
3131.03, CT 3132.01, CT 3132.02, CT3141, CT 3142, CT 3142.99, GT 
3150, CT 3150.99, CT 3160, CT 3170, CT 3180, CT 31~ CT 3200.01, CT 
3200.02, CT 3Q11.01, CT 3211.02, CT 3211.03, CT 3212, CT 3220, CT 
3230, CT 3240, CT 3250, CT 3260, CT 3270, CT 3280, CT 3290, CT 3300, 
CT 3310, CT 3320, CT 3331, CT 3332, CT 3340.01, CT 3340.02, CT 
3340.~ CT 3350, CT 3361, CT 3362, CF 3371, CT 3372, CT 3373, CT 
3381, CT 3382.01, CT 3382.02, CT 3383.01, CT 3383.02, CT 3390, CT 
3400.01, CT 3420, cr 3430.01, CT 3430.02, CT 3430.~ CT 3461.02, CT 
3462.02, CT 3511, CT 3551.01, CT 3551.02, CT 3551.~ CT 3552, cr 
~~CT~02,CT~~CT~~CT~~CT~~ 
CT 3560.02, CT 3570, CT 3580, cr 3591.01, CP3591.02, CT 3592.01, CT 
3592.02, CT 3601, CT 3602, CT 3620, CT 3630, CT 3640.01, CT 3640.02, 
CT 3650.01, CT 3650.02, CT 3660, CT 3671, CT 3672, CT 3680, CT 3690, 
CT 3700, CT 3710, CT 3720, CT 3730, CT 3740, CT 3750, CT 3760, CT 
3770, CT 3780, CT 37~ CT 3800, CT 3800.99, CT .1810, CT 3820, GT 
3830. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 34OO.02-Eycluding that portion in the 
City of Lafayette; CT 3451.06-That portion contained in Block 
Group 9,' CT 3461.01-Excluding that portion of Block Group 3 not in 
the City of Walnut Creek; CT 3462.01-Excluding Block Group 2,' CT 
3470-That portion in the City of Martinez and the City of Pleasant 
HiD; CT 3610-Eyciuding that portion in the City of El Cerrito. 
Congressional District 8: CongreSSIonal District 8 shall consist of the 
part of Contra Costa County not contained in Congressional District 
7, including those trarts designating population on vessels which are 
not contained in Congressional District 7, together WitlI that part of 
Alameda County contained in the following whole and partial census 
tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4001, CT 4002, CT 4003, CT 4004. CT 4005, 
cr 4006, CT 4007, CT 4008, CT 4009, CT 4010, CT 4011, CT 4012, CT 
Continued on page 59 
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Reapportionment. Congressional Districts-Referendum Statute 
Argument in Favor of Proposition 10 
Vote yes on Proposition 10. Do not be misled by the Repub-
lican effort in this state to buy congressional districts that they 
cannot v\-ID at t.~e polls on election day. 
Over $1 million has been spent by their special interests in 
an attempt to overturn the congressional redistricting plan 
that was passed by both houses of the State Legislature and 
signed into law by the Governor. 
Their special interests seek to thwart this legislative expres-
sion of the will of the people, seek to sow confusior. among the 
voters and, in so doing, disrupt the normal political process 
within our state. Interestingly enough, they have not told the 
voters what plan they have in mind. 
The congressional redistricting law they seek to have over-
thrown meets in every respect the guidelines required by the 
United States Constitution, the. Constitution of the State of 
California and those mandated by the United States Supreme 
Court's historic "one person-~me vote" decision. 
In addition, the congressional redistricting law recognizes 
to an unprecedented extent the requirement to respect city 
and county boundaries. . 
The congressional redistricting law, in short, is a fair, just 
and equitable plan which adheres faithfully to the equal popu-
lation charter enunciated by the U.S. Supreme Court. 
California's newly formed congressional districts are more 
equal in population than that accomplished in any redistrict-
ing enacted into law in any major state in the history of our 
country. 
The ideal population per district is 52.5,968. California's 45 
congressional districts' average difference from that ideal is 
less than 100 p~rsons. 
The congressional redistricting law recognizes in a positive 
way the historic struggle of Hispanics, Blacks, Asians and 
other minorities in our state to secure fair representation. This 
plan protects the voting rights of all our citizens V\-ith special 
attention to the concerns of labor, senior citizens and environ-
mentalists. 
The congressional redistricting law has been reviewed by 
the United States Department 01 J ustlce and found to comply 
with all requirements of the Federal Voting Rights Act appli-
cable to the counties of this state under its jurisdiction. 
The congressional redistricting law has given added repre-
sentation to the rapidly growing areas of our state, such as 
Orange, San Diego, Riverside and San Bernardino Counties, 
the Ceiltral Valley and the growth ar"!S of the San Francisco 
Bay area and northern California 
The congressional plan is supported by the following mem-
bers of the California Gongressional delegation: Brown, J. Bur-
ton, P. Burton, Coelho, Danielson, Dellums, Dixon, Dymally, 
Edwards, Fazio, Hawkins, Lantos, Matsui, Miller, Mineta, 
Panetta, Patterson, Roybal, Stark and Waxman. 
We urge you to consider that the congressional redistricting 
plan adopted by the Legislature and signed by the Governor 
affords stability in our electoral process, provides protection 
of the voting rights of minorities and all our citizens, complies 
with constitutional and court mandates for congressional rep-
resentation and, importantly, provides for the two new con-
gressional'districts to which California is entitled. 
We urge you to join with us and to vote YES ON PROPOSI-
TION 10. 
RICHARD ALATORRE 
Member of the Assembly, :;Sth District 
Chairman, Assembly E1ections and Reapporh'onment 
Committee 
JOHN F. HENNING 
Executive Secretary Treasurer 
California Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO 
CARLJQNES 
Senior Citizen Representative 
Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 10 
Claims that big-money "special interests" have spent $1 
million to overturn the congressional reapportionment plan 
simply are not true. 
The campaign against the plan has been funded with small 
donations from over 56,000 California voters. 
The only "special interests" served by this redistricting plan 
are the 20 Congressmen listed in the "yes" argument. They 
were given politically "safe" districts that were drawn in se-
cret and ranuned through the Legislature in the closing hours 
of the last sessloii. 
Their plan is not "just,-fair and eqUitable," nor does it "pro-
tect the voting rights of all our citizens." 
IN TRUTH, THE PLAN IS SO UNFAIR AND BLAT ANT-
LY PARTISAN THAT IT HAS BEEN CRITICIZED BY 
NEARLY EVERY NEWSPAPER, RADIO AND TELEVI-
SION STATION THAT HAS COMME~TED ON REAPPOR-
TIONMENT. 
As the re.spected CaliforniaJournalrecently noted, the pian 
makes it seem as though "the congressional elections of 1980 
never took place in California." 
The plan eliminates the healthy eleCtoral competition that 
has given our state a closely balanced congressional delega-
tion reflecting the diverse "iews of all the people of California, 
not just a select few 
CLAIMS THAT THE PLAN MEETS CONSTITUTIONAL 
STANDARDS ARE GROSSLY MISLEADING. NEW CON-
GRESSIONAL DISTRICTS HAVE BEEN DRAWN TO PRO-
TECT INCUMBENT CONGRESSMEN AND REWARD F A-
VORED LEGISLATORS WANTING TO BECOME 
CONGRESSMEN, NOT TO FAIRLY OR ACCURATELY RE-
FLECT POPULATION CHANGES. 
The plan stacks the deck against California voters to help 
a handful of politicians. It should and must be defeated. 
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION to. 
GERALD R. FORD 
Former President oj" the United States 
ROBERT F. KANE 
Retired Justice, California Court of Appeals 
T. ANTHONY QUINN 
Former Member 
Cslifornia Fair Political Practices Commission 
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Reapportionment. Congressional Districts-Referendum Statute 
Argument Against Proposition 10 
The Los Angeles Herald Examiner recently called Califor-
nia's reapportionment process "the disease that hurts democ-
rac.:y"-and nowhere are the symptoms of that disease more 
evident than in the reapportionment of our state's congres-
sional districts. 
You can stop this year's unfair congressional reapportion-
w~nl plan by voting ''no'' on Proposition 10. Your ''no'' vote 
is b: "'ole against the politicians and their continuing reappor-
tionment abuses. 
Reapportionment occurs every 10 years when the Legisla-
ture draws new congressional and legislative districts to re-
flect changes in our state's population. 
Ideally, the new districts should link voters with common 
interests, preserve the integrity of city and county bounda-
ries, encourage healthy two-party competition at the polls, 
and balance popwahon so all citizens enjoy equal representa-
tion in government. 
This year's congressional reapportionment, however, was 
used simply to increase the raw political power of the politi-
cians who drew the new districts at the expense of those ideal 
goals. 
The new districts are unfairly drawn and blatantly gerry-
mandered. They wander helter-skelter throughout Califor-
nia. They violate city and county boundaries. They ignore the 
need to link voters with shared interests, and do every tIling 
ossible to eliminate two-party competition. 
One district, for example, links some San Francisco suburbs 
wi.th the Sierra Nevada Mountains. A small "finger" from a 
San Joaquin Valley district runs north to the Oregon border, 
while another district joins Orange and Los Angeles Counties 
with a narrow strip of beach running through the Los Angeles 
harc~r. . 
This year's congressional reapportionment is the product of 
our political system at its very worst. The plan was rushed 
through the Legislature and signed into law without the bene-
fit of adequate public hearings and citizen comment. 
The plan was drafted by a handful of politicians behind 
closed doors, beyond sight of the press and public. Maps of the 
new congressional districts were not made available to law-
makers, the press or the public until after the plan became 
law. 
In short, this year's congressional reapportionment is the 
work of a few self-serving politicians who consider themselves 
above public scrutiny. 
Fortunately, over 900,000 Californians rejected that secrec,v 
and signed petitions to place this outrageous plan before the 
people of California for final review. 
The issue here is basic: Whom should reapportionment 
serve-the people, or the politicians? 
A "no" vote on Proposition 10 is a vote against those politi-
cians who put their own narrow self-interests ahead of the 
public good. It is a vote against politicians who use our reap-
portionment process to bolster their own political fortunes at 
the expense of fair and equal representation in government. 
Your ''no'' vote will stop further abuse of our reapportion-
ment process and help cure "the disease that hurts democ-
racy. " 
Vote '~1O" on Proposition 10. 
GERALD R. FORD 
Former President of the United States 
ROBERT t. KANE 
Retired Justice,' California Court of Appeals 
T. ANTHONY QUINN 
Former Member 
Califomia Fair Political Practices Commission 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 10 
Vote YES on Proposition 10. 
The Republican ballot argument in opposition to Proposi-
tion 10 talks of "the disease that hurts democracy." 'What they 
do not tell you is that, having failed to get a redistricting t~ 
their liking, they now wi.sh the voters of California to give 
them a second chance. 
A second chance to decimate Democratic districts across 
the state as they hllve across the country in states where 
Republicans have control of the redistricting process. 
A second chance to create safe Republican congressional 
seats and to give tbe President the margin he so desperately 
need.s t(' contin~e his onslaught against social programs which 
p~oVlde education and lunches for school children, loans for 
higher educatio~, medical care for senior citizens and the 
disa~~ed, social security, jobs, job security and training for 
working ~en and women, housing and whole range of pro-
graIns whICh help those most in need in our society. 
Do not be ~isled. "The disease that hurts democracy" is not 
redistricting but the Republican attempt to sow confusion 
among the voters on this issue and in their attempt to buy 
control of House of Representatives for their narrow special 
interest. 
We urge you to reject their attempt and to join with us and 
vote YES on Proposition 10. 
RICHARD ALATORRE 
Member of the Assembly, 55th District 
Chairman, Assembly Elections and Reapportionment 
Committee 
JOHN F. HENNING 
Executive Secretary Treasurer 
Califomia Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO 
CARL JONES 
Senior Citizen Representative 
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(B) In conformity with a permanent agreement between the 
UnittJd States and the state for the protection and enhancement of' 
fish and "ildlife which shall provide for the following: 
(i) The restoration and maintenance of adult populations of fish 
md wildlife at historical levels in the delta and the Suisun Marsh and 
the San Francisco Bay System weste:fv of the delta. Maintenance at 
Pdstorical levels shall consider nahral fluctuations in annual water 
supply and populations o/fish and wildlife. The agreement shall in-
clude those limitations on export~ and diversions to storage which are 
necessary to as~ist in restoring and maintaining hi5toncallevels offish 
and wildlIfe. 
To the extent practicable, fresh water needed to restore and mmll-
tmll fish and wildlife in the San Francisco Bay ~)stel11 westerly of the 
delta shall be provided from unregulated flows' and 
(ii) The realization of the potential of the prQfect for increa~ing 
these resources above the levels in paragraph (i), consistent with the 
contracts lor water delivery and with other purposes of'the projects. 
(2) The federal government agrees to the transportation of' water 
of the f'ederal Central ValleT Project through the facilities described 
ill subdivision (a) of .section 11255. 
(b) The department may transport wat~f for the federal Central 
Valley Projeet through project facilities: ('1) under contracts between 
the department and the United States existing on the effective date 
of thi, section, (2) and in accordance with the reqwrements of any 
decision of the State Water Resources Control Board, and (3) for the 
San Felipe [hlit of the federal Central Valley Project 111 implementa-
tion of the prin6ples of the agreement between the department and 
the Santa Clara Valley Uliter District as follows: if operation of the 
federal Central Valley Project to meet delta water quality standards 
requires proportionate reduction in deliveries of water to the San 
Felipe Unit, such redllctions will be made, 
SEC 8, Section 11460 of the Watn Code E ~m~nded to read: 
11460. (a) In the construction and operation by the department 
of any project under the provisions of this part a watershed or area 
wherein water originates, or an area immediately adjacent thereto 
which can conveniently be supplied with water therefrom, shall not 
be deprived by the department directly C'r indirectly of the prior 
right to all of the water reasonably required to ad<3quately supply the 
beneficial needs of the watershed, area, or any of the inhabitants or 
property owners therein. 
(b) The project shall be operated in compliance with water quality 
standards set forth as conditions in permits 01 licenses as provided for 
in Part 2 (commencing with Section 12(0) of Division 2 and in water 
quality control plans as prodded forin .section 13170 or as established 
by contract, including rectifying failure of the United States to oper-
ate the federal Central Valley Project in accordance with such stand-
ards; provided that actions of the State Water Resources Control 
Board in establishing water quality standard5 and COJ1(iitiuIlsin per-
mits and licenses shall be a combined action meeting all the apphca-
ble reqmremeIlts of Part 2 (coII!mencing with Section 12(0) of 
Division 2, 
(c) The department, the Attorney General, and other state agen-
cies shall take all neces.><lry actions, including mitiatiflg or participat-
ing iII judicial, administrative, and legislative rroceedings, to assure 
Proposition 10-Text-Continued from page 41 
4013, CT 4OU, CT 4015. CT 4016, CT 4017, CT 4017P9, CT 4018, CT 
4019, CT 4019.99, CT 4020, CT 4021, CT 4022, CT 4023, cr 4024, CT 
4025, CT 4026, CT 4027, CT 4028, CT 4029, CT 4030, c:' 4031, CT 4032, 
CT 4032.99, CT 4033, CT 4034, CT 4035, CT 4036, cr 4037, CT 4O.J8, 
CT 4039, CT 4040, CT 4041, CT 4042, CT 4043, CT 4044, CT 4045, G7' 
4046, CT 4047, GT 4048, CT 4049, CT 4050, CT 4051, CT 4052, CT 4053, 
cr 4054, CT 4055, G1' 4056, CT 4057, CT 4058, CT 4059, CT 4060, C:T 
4061, CT4062, C7'4063, CT4064, CT4065, CT4061, (,74068, CT4069, 
CT 4073. CT 4078, CT 4079, CT 4()8(J, CT 4081, CT 4088, G1' 4089, CT 
4091, CT4092, CT4093, CT4094, CT4095, CT4096, CT4102, CT4103, 
CT 4104, cr 4201, CT 4202, CT 4203, G1'4204, cr 4205. CT 4206, CT 
4211, CT4212. CT4213, CT4214, CT4215, CT4216, GT4J!l7, CT4218, 
CT 4219. G"T 4220, CT 4221, CT 4222, CT 4223, CT 4224, CT 4225. CT 
4226, CT 4227, cr 4228, CT 4229, CT 4230, CT 4231, CT 4232, GT 4233, 
CT 4234, CT 4235, CT 1236, CT 4237, CT 4238, CT 4239, CT 4240. CT 
42dl, CT 4261, CT 4262, 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4066--Excluding that portion contmlled 
in Block Group J IlI1d blocks 203, 204, 205, and 206; r,j .J09O-That 
portion east oj'Dooifttie Drive, . 
that the federal Central Valiey Project is operated in compliance with 
standards established by the State Water Resources Control Board as 
specified in subparagraph (A) of paragraph (1) of subdivision (a) of 
Section 11458. 
SEC. 9. Section 11915,2 is added to the Water Code. to read: 
11915.2, The department shall make an allocation oi the costs to 
the project 'which provide water for water quality, fish and wildlife, 
and recreation ill the delta, Suisun It-f.ush, or San Francisco Bay, to 
compensate for historic upstream depletions and diversions which 
have reduced the mIlount of water naturally available in the delta, 
Suisun Marsh, and San Francisco Bay. Public agencies that have con-
tracted for water supplies from the project shall not be responsible for 
sllch allocated costs. 
SEC. 10. (a) The Department of Fish and Game is authorized to 
administer a comprehensive study to determine the interrelationship 
between delta outflow, including flushing flows, and fish and wildlife 
resources in the San Francisco Bay System westerly of the delta and 
waste discharges into the San Francisco Bay System. The State Water 
Resources Control Board shall be responsible for the portions of the 
study relating to waste discharges. Such study and the work plan for 
it srall be reviewed by a committee composed of representatives of 
the San Franci,co Bay Conservation and Development Commission, 
the State Water Resources Control Board, and the Department of 
Water Resources, The Department of Fish and Game shall report 
progress on such study annually to the Legislature. Such report shall 
include recommendations for coordination with any other ongoing 
related study and for adjustment in funding and the report shall 
include independent statements of re"iew from each agency on the 
review committee. 
(b) The primary purpose of the study is to provide data to aid the 
State Water Resources Control Board in its consideration of the need 
to set standards to protect San Francisco Bay to assure that planning 
for future projects will not appreciably reduce unregulated delta 
outflows before the State Water Resources Control Board determines 
the need for water quality standards to protect the Sun Francisco Bay 
System westerly of the delta. 
(c) The study need not be completed before the final environmen-
tal impact report on the peripheral canal authorized by subdivision 
(a) of Section 11255 of the Water Code is adopted. 
(d) Nothing in this section shall affect the obligation of the Depart-
ment of Water Resources under the California EnvirolllIlental Qual-
ity Act (Division 13 (com!Ilencing with Section 21000) of the Public 
Resources Code). 
SEC. 11. The Department of Water Resources shall study the 
possible interconnection between the State \7ater Resources Devel-
opment System ~d water suppiy systems serving the CouJ),ties of 
Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, San Joaquin, and San Mateo, 
SEC. 12. The Department of Water Resources may participate in 
an investigation of the need to enlarge Shasta Dam and Reservoir or 
other existing federal reservoirs for joint use of the State Water Re-
sources Development System and the federal Central Valley Project, 
if a contract therefor is executed between the Secret:uy of the Inte-
rior and the Department of Water Resources. The study shall be 
subject to the provisions of Section 11257 of the Wate.- Code, 
Congressional District 9: Congressional District 9 shall consist of the 
part of Alameda County contained in the following whole /d1d partial 
census tracts: 
Whole Ce.l1iUS T1 acts: G7' 4070, CT 4071, CT 4072, CT 4074, CT 407/;' 
CT 4076, CT 4077, CT 4082, CT 4083, CT 4084, CT 4085, CT 4086, CT 
4087, CT 4097, CT 4098, CT 4099, CT 4100, CT 4101, CT 4271, CT 4272, 
CT 4272.99, CT 4273, CT 4273.99, CT 4274, CT 4274.99, cr 4275, CT 
4275.99, CT 4276, CT 4277, CT 4278, CT 4279, CT 4280, CT 4281, CT 
4282, CT 4283, CT 4284, CT 4285, CT 4286, CT 4301, CT 4302, CT 43()J, 
CT 4304, CT 4305, CT 4306, CT 4307, CT 4..~. CT 4309, CT 4310, CT 
4311, CT 4312; CT 4321, CT 4322, CT 4.123. CT 4324, CT 4325, CT 4326, 
GT 4327, CT 4328, CT 4329, CT 4330, CT 4331, cr 4332, CT 433;), CT 
4334, CT 4335, CT 4336, CT 4337, CT 4338, cr 4339, CT 4340, CT 435~. 
CT 4353, CT 4354, CT 4355, GT 4356, CT 4357, CT 4358, CT 4359, CT 
4360, cr 4361, CT 4362, CT 43&1, CT 4364, CT 4365, CT 4366, CT 4367, 
CT 4368, CT 4369, G"T 4370, CT 4371, CT 4372, CT 4373, CT 4374, CT 
4375, CT4376, CT4377, LT4378, l-T4379, CT4..18O, CT4381, CT4382, 
CT 4383, CT 4384, CT 4402, CT 4403.01, cr 4403.0'2. CT 4403.03, CT 
4403.05, CT4.';Ol, CT4502, cr~. CT4504, CT4505, CT4506.01, CT 
4506.02,CT4506.~CT4506.~CT4506.~CT4506.06,CT~~ 
CT 4507.01, CT 4.507.02. CT 4507.03, CT 4507.04, CT 4511, CT 4512, cr 
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4513, cr 4514, cr 4515, cr 4516, cr 4517. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr ~Thatportion notcont~ in Con-
gressional District 8; CT 4090-That portion west of Doolittle Drive; 
cr 4351-All except blocks 9O(j and 918. 
Congressional District 10: Congressional District 10 shall consist of 
the part of Alameda County not contained in Congressional District 
8 and Congressional District 9, together with the part of Santa Clara 
County contained in the following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts; CT 5(}(Jl, CT 5002, cr 5003, CT 5004, CT 5005, 
cr 5006, cr 5007, cr /W08, CT 5009, CT 5010, CT 5011, CT 5012, CT 
5013, cr 5014, CT 5015, CT 5016, CT 5017, CT 5018, CT 5019, CT 
5031.01, cr 5031.02, CT 5031.03, cr 5031.04, CT 5032.03, cr 5032.04, 
CT 5032.05, cr 5033.04, CT 5033.05, CT 5033.06, CT 5033.07, cr 5034, 
CT~~cr~~CT~~CT~05,CT~~cr 
~~cr~~cr~~CT~~cr~05,CT~~ 
CT 5038.02, GT 5039, CT 5040, CT 5041, cr 5042, CT 5043.03, CT 
~~cr~05,cr~06,cr~07,CT~.cr~~ 
CT 5044.06, CT 5044:07, CT 5044 .• CT 5044.09, CT 5044.10, cr 
~Ucr~~CT~~CT~~CT~~CT~ 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 5020-Excluding that part south of Scott 
Street and west of Leland A venue; CT 5033.f)8-The part east of 
White Road; CT 5046.02-Excluding porbons in the City of Sunny-
vale. 
Congressional District 11: Congressional District 11 shall consist of 
that portion of San Mateo County not included in Congressional Dis-
tricts 12 and 6, together with the part of Santa Clara County contained 
in the Following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 5106, cr 5107, CT 5108.01, CT 5108.02, cr 
5108.03, cr 5109, cr 5110, cr 5111, cr 5112, CT 5113, GT 5114, CT 
5115, cr 5116.~ cr 5116.03. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 5046.01-Portions of the City of Palo Alto; 
CT 5093.01-Portions of the City of Palo Alto; cr 5093.02-Portions 
of the City of Palo Alto; cr 5094.01-Portions of the City of Palo Alto; 
cr 5116.01-Portions not in the City of Los Altos Hills; CT 5117.01-
Portions of the City of Palo Alto. 
CongreSSlonal District 12: Congressional District 12 consists of the 
part of San Mateo County contained in the Following whole and par-
tial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 6056, GT 6057, cr 6114, CT 6115, CT 6125, 
cr 6126, cr 6127, cr 6128, CT 6129, CT 6130, CT 6131, CT 6132, CT 
6133, cr 6134, CT 6138. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT fi()5{)-All except portions in the O'ty of 
Burlingame; cr ~The unincorporated portion of Block Group 1; 
cr 6069-Blocks 202, 204, 205, 207, and the unincorporated portion of 
block 210; cr6135-That portion east and south of the west and north 
boundlln"es of Feliz Rancho and its extenSIon to the east tract bound-
ary; cr6137-That portion east of Skyline Boulevard, togc,ther with 
that part of Santa Clara County not contained in Congressional Dis-
tricts 10, 11, and 13, together with that part of Stanislaus County not 
contained in Congressional District 15. 
Congressional District 13: Congressional District 13 shall consist of 
the part of Santa Clara County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 5021.01, cr 5021.~ CT 5022, CT 5023, cr 
5024, CT 5025, cr 5026..oJ, cr 5026.~ cr 5027.01, CT 5027.~ CT 
5028, CT 5029.01, cr 5029.~ cr 5029.~ CT 5029.05, cr 5029.06, cr 
5029.07,CT5029..CT~~CT~~CT~~CT5032.06, 
cr 5032.07, cr 5032.. cr 5033.09, cr 5049.01, CT ~01, CT 
~~CT~~CT~~cr~~CT~~CT~~ 
cr5053.05, CT5054.01, CT5054.~ CT5054.~ Cr5055, CT5056, cr 
5057, cr 5058, CT 5059, CT 5UI'J(J, CT 5061.01, CT 5061.~ CT 5061.03, 
CT 5062.~ cr 5062.~ CT 5062.~ CT 5063.01, CT 5063.~ CT 
~~CT~05,CT~~CT~~CT~~CT~~ 
cr ~03, cr 5066.01, CT 5066.~ CT 5066.~ CT 5066.u5, CT 
~06,CT~~cr~~CT~~CT~~CT~~ 
CT ~03, CT 5068.04, CT 5079.01, CT 5079.~ CT 5119.01, CT 
~~CT~~cr~05,CT~07,CT~~CT~05, 
cr 5120.06, CT 5120.07, cr ~'JYlO8, CT 5120,09, CT 5120.10, CT 
~UCT~~cr~~cr~UCT~~CT~M 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 5020-That portion no'l: in Congressional 
District 10,' CT 5033.~That portion west of White Road,· CT 5033.10 
-Blocks 140 and 141; CT.5052.01-That porbon in the City of Santa 
Clara; cr 5069-Those parts in the Town of Los Gatos and the City 
ofSanJose, together with those unincorporated parts which on April 
1, 1980, belonged to unincorporated pockets entirely surrounded by 
the Town of Los Gatos or the City ofSanJose; CT 5070-That portion 
in the Town of Los Gatos and the unincorporated portions of blocks 
60 
101 and 102; CT 5071-That portion in the Town of Los Gatos; CT 
5072.02-That portion in the Town of Los Gatos; CT 5072.a~Exclud­
ing that portion in the City of Monte Sereno; CT 5072.04-That por-
tion in the Town of Los Gatos and the City of Campbell; CT 5078.04-
That portion in the City of San Jose; CT 5079.04-Thpt porbon in the 
City of San Jose; cr 508O.02-Excluding that portion in the City of 
Cupertino; CT 5081.02-That portion in the City of Santa Clara; CT 
5082.02-That portion in the City of Santa Clara; CT 5085.06-That 
portion in the City of Santa Clara; CT 5087.02-That portion in the 
City of Santa Clara; CT 5119.06-Blocks 502 through 518 and blocks 
5;!(} and 521; CT 5119.~Blocks 620 through 632. 
Congressional District 14: CongreSSl'onal District 14 shall consist of 
the following whole counties: Alpine, Amador, El Dorado, Lassen, 
Modoc, Nevada, Placer, Plumas, Sierra, Siskiyou, together with the 
part of San Joaquin County not included in Congressional District 18 
and the part of Shasta County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 119, CT 125, CT 126, CT 127-
Partial CensLls Tracts: CT 11S-Ed 357. 
Congressional District 15.· Congressional District 15 shall consist of 
the followiI!g whole counties: Madera, kfariposa, Merced, together 
with the part of Fresno County contained in the following whole and 
parb"al census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 14.04, CT 16, CT 17, CT 39, CT 40, CT 41, 
CTa~CT~cr~CT~CT~CT.CTmCTnCTm 
CT~CT~CTmCTmCT~CTmCTmCT~CT~CT 
82, CT 83, CT 84.01, CT 84.02. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 14.01-Porbons not in the O'ty of Fresno; 
CT 14.03-Portions not in the City of Fresno; CT lS-Portions not in 
the City of Fresno; CT 19-Portions not in the City of Fresno; CT 
~Portions not in the City of Fresno; CT 58-All except those por-
tions in the Cities of Clovis and Fresno and Block Groups 1 and 2 and 
unincorporated portions of Block Group 4 and blocks .920, 922, 923, 
927, 928, .929, 933 and the unincorporated portions of blocks 932 and 
934; cr 59.01-Portions north of Kings Canyon Road; cr 59.02-
Portions north of Kings Canyon Road, together with the part of Stan-
islaus County contained in the following whole and parb"al census 
tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT6, CT7, CT8.01, CT8.03, CT8.04, cr8.05, 
cr 9.01, CT 9.~ CT 9.05, CT 9.06, CT 10, CT 11, CT 12, CT 13, CT 
14, CT 17, CT 18, CT 19, CT 20.01, CT 21, CT 22, CT 25, CT 26, CT 
27, CT 32, CT 35. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 4.01-Portions in the City of Modesto and 
the unincorporated portion of block 301; CT 5.02-Portions in the 
City of Modesto and the unincorporated portion of block 122; cr 
9.04-Portions in the City of Modesto; CT 15-All except Block 
Groups 4 and 5 and block 301 and the unincorporated portion of block 
303; CT l~AJJ except blocks 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 511, 512, 513, 514, 
515, 516, 517, 518, and 519,' CT 23-All except blocks 506 and /i07; 
CT 24-Portions of the City of Modesto, blocks 101 and 102. and the 
uninccrporated portions of 103; CT ~Porbons af the City of Ceres, 
Block Group 5, and blocks 403, 405, 406, 407, 601, 602, 613. and 614; CT 
33-Block Groups 6 and 7; CT 34-Block Groups 1, 2, and 5; CT 
36.03-All except Block Groups 1, 2, and 3 
Congressional District 16: Congressional District 16 shall consist of 
the following whole counties: Monterey, San Benito, Santa Cruz, to-
gether with the part of San Luis Obispo County contained in the 
~ following whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1~ CT 105, CT 106, CT 106.99. 
Parb"al Census Tracts: CT l07-Portions of the 2ty of Morro Bay 
and Eds 0083, 0084T, 0084U, 0085T, and 0085U, and the trailer park in 
the northeast comer of Ed 0086 bordered by Ramona A venue and 
Broderson A venue; CT lOB-All exeept portions south of Los Osos 
Valley Road. 
Congressional District 17: Congressional District 17 shall consist of 
the Following whole counties: Kings, Tulare, together with the part of 
Fresno County contained in the hllowing whole and partial census 
tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts; cr 31.~ CT 44.~ CT 45.03, CT 45.04, CT 
45.05,CT45.06,CTU~CTM~CTU05,CTM06,CTU07,CT 
54 .• cr 56.01, CT 56.~ cr 57, CT 64.03. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 31.01-Portions in the City of Clovis; CT 
42.02-All except Block Group 9 and blocks 302 and 304; CT 43-AD 
except Block Group 9 and blocks 1~ 1~ 104, 105, 106, 120, 121, and 
122; cr ~BJock Group 1 and blocks 201, 202, 203, 204, 213, 214, 215, 
and 216; CT ~All except blocks 303 and 304; CT 5.'W1-All except 
Ed 339 and blocks 298 and 299; CT 55.02-All except Ed 335 and that 
portion of Ed 336 north of Copper A venue and its easterly extension 
to the east census tract boundar:'; cr 58-Portions in the City of 
Clovis wd w: incorporated portions of block 11<.>; cr 64.01-Portions 
south of Auberry R,)ad. together ',!,1·th the part of Kern County con-
tained in the following whole and parti/Ii cen>us trilCtS: 
Whoi'e Census Trflcts: CT 11.01, CT 11.02, CT 1UJ3, cr 23.01, CT 
UCT~cr~cr~cr~cr~CT~cr~crQcrm 
Partial Census Traet5: CT 9JJ6-All except portions U1 the City of 
Bakenfield; cr 9.07--.411 except portions in the Oty of Bakersfield; 
CT j~AlJ except portions in the Oty 'of Bakersfield; cr 12-All 
except portiom in the City of Bakersfield; CT 13--.,111 except portions 
in the City of Bakersfield; CT 14--Al] except portions in the Oty of 
BaJ'ersfielr!; CT 21-All excf'pt portions in the City of Bakersfield; cr 
23.02--· A11 except pOTtiom in the City of Bakersfield; GT f!5:-All ex-
cept portions in the City of Bakersfield; CT 26-_4/1 except portions 
in the Oty of Bakersfield; cr 3~AJI except portions in the City of 
Bakerslleld; cr J1.02-All except porLJI.)lls in the City of Bakersfield; 
CT 31.03-,111 except porh'ons in the Oty of Bakersfield· cr 32.02-
Blocks 121, 122, 130, alld all Jf BJock Group 9 except blocks 909 an,,' 
910; CT Sl.Ol-All except .Eds 317 and 325, cr 62-Ed 0351. 
Congressional Di5trict 18: Congre.ssiollal District 18 shall cOllsist of 
the foJlowing whole coulltips: Calaveras, Mono, TuollJJ11J1e, together 
\vith the part of Fresno County not contained in Congressional Dis-
tricts IS and 17, together with part o[San Joaquin County contained 
in the follOWing IVhole and partial census tracts: 
U,nole Census Tracts: cr 1, cr 2, GT 3, cr 4, CT 5, CT 6, GT 7, 




GT 50..02, CT 51.01, CT 51.(),J, CT 5:'.OS, GT 51.06, cr 5107, CT SlO8, 
crSl.or;, CrSl.1O. rT.52.D1, cr52.D2, cr53.02, cr53.O,'J, CT53'(J4, 
CT:54, CT /5S. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 12-Block Groups 2, 3, and 5, and blocks 
418. 419, 422, 423, 424. 426, 427, 430, and 431; CT 47-Portions in Ed 
3. 
Congressional District 19: Congressional District 19 shall consist of 
the follOWing whole cot:nty: Santa Barbara, together M·th the pelTt of 
Ventura County contained in the following whole and parti.v census 
tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 2, cr 4, cr 5, GT 6, GT 7, CT 8, CT 11, 
cr 12.0.1, CT 12.0.2, CF 12.03, cr 12'(J4,cr 12.05, cr 13, cr 14, cr 




Parthl C>?nsus Tracts: cr I-Portions of the Ed 1(}() north of the 
southern line of the Sespe Condor Sanctuary west to TSNIT4N alld 
its western extension to the tract boundary; cr 10-All except por-
tions in thc' City of OJ;li; CT 47.02-All except Block Group 3 in the 
City of 0xnard and wuncorporated porh'ons of blocks 304 and 305. 
Congressional District 20.· Congressional District 20 shall comi~t of' 
the part of Kern County, not contained ill Congressional Di,'trict 17, 
together ',!,ith the part of S,m Luis Obispo Cowlly not contained in 
C?ngressiona! Disln'ct 16. together with the part of Los Angeles 
i....:'JlI!1'V contained in the following IIIhole ond partiv census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 9002, cr 9003, CT 9004, cr 9005, GT 
~~CT~~cr~~cr~~cr~~CT~W 
cr9008.~ GT9D09, cr90l0, GT9011, CT9.101, CT91D2, c-r91(),J. 
CT 9104, CT 9105, CT 9106, cr 9107. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 9012.D1~Portions not ill Congressional 
Disirkt 21; cr 91@-Portiolls not ill Congressional District 35,' GT 
91DlW2-Portions 0;" Eri 147 west of the Acton Canyon Wash. 
Congressional District 21. Congressiolllu District 21 shall consist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained in the follo!iing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: Cl'lo.11, CT 10.12, CT 10.13, cr 10.14, GT 
~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~~cr~~ 
cr 1(),J4, GT 1063, CT 10l12, LT 1112.04, CT 1131, CT 1132.01, cr 
~~cr~~cr~~cr~~CT~~cr~~ 
CT S990, CT 5991, cr 8(}(J2. CT 8003.0.1, cr 8003.21, cr 800.1.22, CT 
9203.(),J, cr 9203.12, cr 9203.21, cr 9203.23. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr lD21.02-Portions not in CongreSSional 
District 26; cr 1(),J2.o2-Portions not in Congressional Dl:~trict 26; G'T 
l04l.02-Portions not in Congr8l.sionaJ District 26; cr 1047-Pc.rt1o,IS 
not in l.:ongressional District 26; CT 106l.D1-Block Group 1 and 
blocks234, 3~ 307, 310, 311, 326, 327, 328, and330; CT l06l.02-BJocks 
210, 211, 212, 214, 216, and 224; cr l06£-Blocks 104,105, 106, 107, HJ8, 
109,110,128, 21S, 216,. 21.9, 221, 222,223,224,234,240, 241, ~ 247, 248, 
260,261,262, a.rW '?61; CT l064--Blocks 2~ 305, 307, :J08, 309, 310., 311, 
313, 431, and ":12; CT l()6S.--Portions not in Congressional District 26; 
cr J066.u':-PortioIJS nol' in O:)[Jgressional District 26; cr 1066.0.2-
Portions not in Ccngre~sional Di··trict 26; CT1066.03-Portions not in 
Congressional r)is~ri~t 26,' GT 106S 04-Porh'ons not in Congressional 
District 26; cr lOB1-Portiolls /Jot in Congressional District 26; cr 
1091-Hlocks 2I:. 212.. and 213; c:r 1112.D1-PortioIlS not in Congres-
sion,!1 District 26; G T 1112. 02-Portions not in· Congressional District 
26; CT 1112JAJ-Portiolls not in Congressional District 26; CT 1113.0." 
--Portions IJut ill Congressional District 26; CT 1113.02-Portions not 
in Congressional District 26; CT 1114.01-Blocks 110.111,112,113,114, 
and 115; CT 1114.02-Biocks 110. 111,112,113,114. and 115,' CT 1132.(),J 
-Portions not in Congressiunal District 23;CT 1134.01--Portions not 
in COfl!5TeSsional District 23; cr 1134.02-Portions not in Gongres-
sional DistTict 23; cr l1Sl.D1-PortioIlS not in Congressiunal District 
26,' 0 l1S1.02-Portions not jn Congressional District 23; c:r 115201 
-Portions n~t iT) Congressional District 23; GT l1S2.D2-Portiolls Ilot 
in C:mgressioJ1[u District 23: CT 1154.D1-Portiolls not in Congres-
sionai District 23; cr 117.UYJ.-Blocks 201, .203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 20B, 
209. 301, 302, 3(),J, 305, 309, 310.. 311, 312, 313. 320, and 321; CT 1211-
Blocks 101,104,106; 109. 110, 111, 114, 117, 122,201,202, 2(),J, 2~ 213, 
216, 221, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 229. 30.1, 302, 3fJ3, 509, Sl1, S12, 521, 527, 
and 5211; GT 1222-Blocks 105, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, and 121; 
cr 1344.01-Bloch 1(J6: 109, 110., 111, 112, 113,20.1,20.1,204, 2OS, 2~ 
207.222,223,224, 932, and portions of blocks lOS, 107, lind 202 south 
of' all ea\terly extension of Arminta Street; CT 1344.02-Porb'uns 
north and east of the following boundaries: Begiuning wit}l the south-
eITI tract bOl1I1dar:v and Platt A venue, Din. th on Platt .4 vellue to High-
lander Road, west on Highlander Road to Damoch Way. north OIl 
Darnoch W,:<!y to Helmsdale Road, north on Helmsd:ue Road to its 
intersection ~ith Forest Hill:,' Road, east 011 Forest Hills Road to Platt 
A venue, north all Platt A venue to an easterly extension of Gerrard 
Way, wcst cn an easterly extension of Gerrard Wa.y and its westerly 
extension to an intersection with Rainbo~v Drive, southwesterly on 
Rainbow Dri~'e to its intersection with the Illest tract boundary; cr 
l35201-Blorks 201, 203, 205, 2~ 207, 208, and 209; GT 1352.02-
Blocks 3~ 307, 30.8 309, 310, and 311; cr 13.52 03-Blocks 414, 415, 416, 
and 421; cr 1372.D1-Biock Group 2,' cr 1373.D1-Blocks 102, 1~ 107, 
108, 109, 113. 115, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, and 124; cr 1373.02-Block 
205; cr 1373.f)3-Blocks 102, 1(),J, 105, 1~ 107, 114, 137, 138, and that 
portion of block 133 south ofCanzonet AvenlJe and its south westerly 
extension; Cr 8004-Ed 400; cr 9302-That portion not Ul C::mgres-
sional District 22, together with the portions of Ventura CO/mt)' not 
contained ill Congressional Dl:5trict 19. 
Congressional District ;?2: Conf,7'essional District 22 sha!l con;ist oj' 
the part of Los Angeles COIm t)' can tained in the follo',!,7~-:Jg whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT .1001, cr 3002, CT .1003, cr 3004, cr 
3005, CT 3006, cr 3007.0.1, CT 3007.0.2, cr 3(X)8, cr 3009. CT 30.10, cr 
3011, 0'3012.01, CT 3012.02, CT 30.13, L"T 3014, GT 30.15, CT 30.16, CT 
3D; 7, GT 3018, CT 3019, CT 3020, cr 30.21.01, cr 3021.02, CT 3022, 0' 
3023, CT 3024, CT3025.01, cr 3025.02, cr 3102, cr 31(),J, CT 4303, cr 
4304, 0' 4305.01, CT 4305.02, CT 43~ cr 4307.01, cr 4307.21, cr 
4307.22,. GT 4.108.0.1, CT 4308.02, cr 4308.(),J, cr 4309, cr 4310, CT 
431.1, CT4314, GT4316, CT4317, cr4318, GT4319, cr43. cr46OO, 
CT~CT~~cr~~cr~CT~CT~CT~ 
GT 4614, CT 4625, CT 4626, CT 4628, cr 4629, cr 4630., GT 4631.0.1, 
0' 4631.0.2, CT 4632, cr 463...'), CT 4636, cr 4637, GT 4639, cr 4640, 
cr 4641, cr 4642, GT 4800.0.1, cr 4801.01, CT 4805, CT 4806, DT 
~~CT~~CT~~CT~~cr~~CT~M 
GT 9200./Zi, CT 9200 .• cr 9200.23, cr 92fX),24, CT 9201, cr 9202, cr 
9203.11, CT 92(),J.13, CT 9203,22, cr 9..701. 
Partial CeJ1S1IS Tracts: CT 3101-Block Groups 1 and 2 and block 
30.1; GT 3104-Block Groups 1 and 2 and blocks 30.1,302,310, and 311; 
cr 3106-Block Groups 1,2.3, and 4; cr 3107-Block Group 7 and 
blocks 101, 102, 1(),J, 104, 110, 404, 405, 604, 618, and 622; cr 3108-
Blocks 104, 111, 112, 113, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 211, 
30.1,30.2, and 30..1; cr 3113-Blocks 204,205,206, 207, 208, 209. 305, 306, 
307, 308, 30.1, 310, and 311; cr 3114---Blocks 10.1,10.2, 104, 105, 1~ 108, 
109, 201, 2O.'Z, 203, 204, 205, and 2(16; cr 3115-Block Group 4 and 
blocks JU1, HJ2, .W3, 304, 305, 306, 5)], 502, $03, 504, 505, and 506; cr 
3116-Block Groups 4,5. and 6 and blocks 116, 117, 206, 207, 208, 209, 
210, 30.2, :303, 309, 317, 318, and 3i9; cr 3117-Block Groups 2 and 3 
and blocks 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 4(),J,404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 
411, 501, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, and 614; CF 3118-Block 
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Group 2 and blocks 116, 301, and 409; cr 4311-Portions not in Con-
gressional District 30; cr 4312-Portions not in Congressional District 
30; cr 4S15-Portions not in Congressional District 30; cr 4321.01-
Porbons not in Congessional District 30; cr 4321.02-Portions not in 
Congressional District 30; cr 4323-Portions not in CongreSSIonal 
District 30; cr 4325-Porb'ons not in Congressional District 30; cr 
~All except blocks 205, 206, 207, 216, 217, and 218; cr 4634-
Blocks 101, 102, 103, 104, 10/5, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 
213,214,217, 218,219,220,221,301,302, and 303; cr 48OO.02-Portions 
not in (.ongressional District 30; cr 9012.01-E& 131, 132, and 133; 
cr 91OB.01-Block 922 and that portion of the tract south of Iron 
Canyon Creek; cr 92OO.25-All except blocks 901 and 104 and that 
portion of block 914 between Nearview Drive and Soledad Canyon 
Road that is east of Macklin A venue and Kenroy A venue; cr 93OPr-
That portion of Ed 75 except that portion south of Herreres and Olive 
Canyon and west of Power and Light Road and its southern extension 
to the south tract boundary east of Power and Light Road. 
Congressional District 23: Congressional District 23 shall consist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained in the foHowing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 1/53.02, cr 1154.02, CT 1273, cr 1274, cr 
1275, C'F 1276.01, cr 1276.02, cr 128.1.0'.2, cr 1287.02, cr 1311, cr 
1312, cr 1313, cr 1314, cr 1315, cr 1316, cr 1317, cr 1318, cr 1319, 
cr 1321, cr 1322, GT 1323, cr 1324, cr 1325, cr 1326, cr 1327, CT 
1328, cr 1329, cr 1331.01. cr 1331.02, cr 1341.01, GT 1341.02.. cr 
1342.01, cr 1342.02, cr 1343.01, cr1343.02, cr 1343.03, CT 1345, cr 
1346, cr 1347, GT 1348.01, cr 1348.02, GT 1349.01, cr 1349.02, cr 
~~cr~02,cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~02, 
cr 1375.01 .. cr 1375.02, cr 1375.03, cr 1375.04, cr 1376, cr 1391, cr 
1392, cr 1393, cr 1394, cr 1395, cr 1397.03, cr 1398.01, cr 1398.02, 
cr 2149, cr 2164, cr 2165, cr 2166, cr 2621, cr 2622, cr 2623.01, 
cr2623.02, cr2623.03, cr2624, cr2625, cr2641.01, cr2641.02, cr 
2642, CT 2643.01, cr 2651, CT 2652, CT 2653.01, CT 2653.02, CT 
2654.01, cr2654.02, cr2655, CT2656, CT26l>7, cr2671, CT2672, cr 
2673, CT 2674.01, CT 2674.02, CT 2675.01, CT 2675.02, CT 2676, CT 
2677, cr2678, CT2679, CT2691, CT2692, CT2693, CT2694, CT2695, 
CT 2696, CT 2697, CT 2698, CT 7002, CT 7003, CT 7lXl>, CT 7006, CT 
7007, cr 70&, cr 7fXJ9.01, CT 7009.02, CT 7010, cr 7011. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 1132.~Block Group 1 and blocks 201, 
202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 214, and 215,' CT 
1134.01-Blocks 110, 111. 112, 113, 114, 115, 201, 202, 203, 204, 309, 310, 
311, and 312; cr 1134.02-All except Block Group 1 and blocks 202, 
203,204,205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210,2n 212, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 405, 
406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 617, and 618,' CT 
1151.02-Block 119; cr 1152.01-Blocks 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 209, 
210, and 211; CT 1152.02-Blocks 105, 106, 107, 115, 116, 119, 212, 213, 
214, 215, 216, 219, 301, 302, 303, 305, 306, and 324; cr 1154.01-Blocks 
108, 109, 110, 111, 113, 114, 116, 117, 129, 130, and 131; CT 1246-
Portions not in Congressional District 26; CT 1272-Portions not in 
Congressional District 26; CT 1283.01-Block Group 4 and blocks 304, 
305, 306, 309, 310, and 311; CT 1284-Portions not in Congressional 
District 26; CT 1285-Blocks 209, 211, 213, 214, 216, 301, 302, 303, 304, 
305, 306, 307, 308, and 309; CT 1287.01-Portions not in Congressional 
District 26; CT 1344.01-That portion not in Congressional District 21; 
CT 1344.02-That portion not in Congressional District 21; CT 1352.01 
-That portion not in CongressIonal District 21; CT 1352.02-Thilt 
portion not in Congressional District 21; cr 1352.~That portion 
not in Congressional District 21; CT 1372.01-That portion not in 
Congressional District 21; cr 1373.01-That portion not in Congres-
sional District 21; CT 1373.02-That portion not iIi Congressional Dis-
trict 21; CT 1373.~That portion not in Congressional District 21; CT 
1397.02-Blocks 402, 406, 408, 420, and 421; cr 2626--Block Groups 1 
and 2 and blocks 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 917, 918, 919, 923, 924, 925, and 
927; CT2627.02-Blocks 101, 102, 103, 104, and 111; CT2643.02-Block 
Grol p 1 and blocks 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 211, 301, 305, and 306; CT 
7004-Portions not included in Congressional District 24. 
CongreSSI'onal District 24: Congressional District 24 sho U comist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained in the foHowing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 1223, CT 1224, cr 1231.01, cr 1231.02, CT 
1232, CT 1233.01. CT 1238, CT 1239, CT 1241.01, cr 1241.02, CT 
1242.01, CT 1242.02, CT 1243, CT 1252, CT 1253, CT 1254, CT 1255, CT 
1256, cr 1431, cr 1432, CT 1436.01, CT 1437, CT 1438.01, cr 1438.02, 
cr 1873, cr 1881, CT 1882.01, cr 1882.02, cr 1883, CT 1891, cr 1892, 
cr 1893, CT 1894, CT 1895, cr 1896, CT 1897.01, CT 1897.02, CT 1898, 
r:r 1899, cr 1901, CT 1902, CT 1903.01, CT 1903.02, CT 1904, cr 1905, 
cr 1906, CT 1907, CT 1908, cr 1909, cr 1911, CT 1.912.01, GT 1912.02, 
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CT 1913, cr 1914, cr 1915, CT 1916.01,cr 1916.02. CT 1917, CT 1918, 
CT~~CT~02,CT~CT~CT~CT~~_ 
CT 1926, CT 1927, CT 1941, CT 1944, CT 1945, CT 1951, CT 19..52, CT 
1953, CT 1954, GT 1955, CT 1.956, GT 1957, C'F 1958, CT 195~. CT 197:3, 
GT 1974, CT 1975, CT 2084, CT 2085, CT 2086, CT 2111, CT 2112, ('T 
2113, CT2114, CT2115, CT2116, CT2117, CT2ll8, CT2119, CT2121 
CT2124, CT212S, CT2126, CT2141, C1'2142, CT2143, CT2144, G"7. 
2145, CT2146, CT2147, CT2148, CT2151, CT2152, CT2153, CT2161, 
CT 2162, CT 2163, CT 2168, CT 3200, CT 7{)()1. 
Parb'aJ Census Tracts: CT 1233.02-All except Block Group 4 and 
blocks 305 and 306; CT 1871-All except portions southeast of the 
Glendale Freeway; CT 1872-All except blocks 201, 202, 203, 204, :J05, 
206, 209, and 210; CT 2087-All except blocks 103,104,105, and 106; 
CT 2127-Portions not in Congressional District 27; CT 2128-All 
except blocks 101, 102, 103, 104, 106, 201, 206, 301, 302, and 303,' CT 
2169-All except Block Groups 3, 4, and 5, and blocks 205, 206, 207, 208, 
and 209; CT 2171-A.ll except Block Groups 2 and 3 and blocks 401, 
402, 403, and 404; CT 2172-Blocks 101, 102, 103, 308, 309, 310, 401, 402, 
403, 404, and 4OB; GT 7004-All Block Group 1 except blocks 111 and 
113. 
Congressional DistnCt 25: Congressional DistnCt 25 shall consist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained in the foHowing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whol~ Census Tracts: GT 1811, CT 1812, CT 1813, CT 1814, CT 1815, 
cr 1816, CT 1831.01. CT 1831.02, CT 1832, CT 1833, CT 1834, CT 1835, 
CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~~~~02,CT~ 
CT 18t)], CT 1862, LL 1863, CT 1884, GT 1971, CT 1972, CT 1976, cr 
1977, CT 1991, CT 1992, CT 1993, CT 1994, CF1995, CT.l996, CT 1997, 
CT 1998, CT 1999, CT2011, CT2012, CT2013, CT2014.01, CT2014.02, 
CT2015.01, CT2015.02, CT2011>. CT2017, CT2031, CT2032, CT2033, 
CT 2034, CT 2035, CT 2036, CT 2037, CT 2038, CT 2039, CT 2041, CT 
2042, CT2043, CT2044, CF204S.01, CT2045.02, CT2046, CT2047, CT 
2048, CT 2049, CT 2051, CT 20tH, CT 2062, GT 2063, CT 2064, CT 2065, 
CT 2071, CT 2072, CT 2073, CT 2074, CT 2075, CT 2076, CT 2077, CT 
2078, CT 2079, CT 2081, CT 2082, CT 2083, CT 2091, CT 2092, CT 2261, 
CT 2262, CT 2263, CT 2266, CT 4602, cr 4603, CT 4604, CT 4608, CT 
4609, CT4610, CT4611, CT4615, CT4616, CT4617, GT4619, CT4620, 
CT 4621, CT 4622, CT 4623, CT 4624, CT 4627, CT 4638, GT 5303, cr . 
5305, CT5J06, CT5307, CT5308, C1'5309, CT5310, CT5311, CT.5312 
CT 5313, CT 5314, CT 5315, CT 5316.01, CT 5316.02. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 1871-Portions not in Congressional Dis-
trict 24; CT 1872-Portions not in Congressional District 24; CT 2241 
-Portions not in Congressional District 28; GT ~Portions not in 
Congressional District 22; CT 4634-Portions not in Congressional 
District 22; CT 5304-Portions not in Congressional District 30. 
CongressIonal District 26: C~'1.gressional District 26 shall consist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained in the foHowing whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: GT 1041.01, CT 1042.01, CT 1042.02, CT 1043, 
CT 1044, CT 1045, CT 1046, CT 1().J8, CT 1067, CT 1068, CT 1092, CT 
1093.. CT 1094, CT 1095, CT 1096.01, CT 1096.02, CT 1097, CT 1098.01, 
CT 1098.02, CT 1111.01, CT 1111.02, CT 1171, CT 1172.01, CT 1172.02, 
cr 1173.01, CT 1173.03, CT 1174.01; CT 11741)2, CT 1174.03, CT 117.;' 
cr 1176, CT 1191, CT 1192, CT 1193, CT 1194, CT 1195, CT 1196, cr 
1197, CT 1198, CT 1199, CT 1201.01, CT 1201.02, CT 1202, CT 1203, CT 
1204, GT 1212, CT 1213, CT 1214, CT 1215, CT 1216, CT 1217, CT 1218, 
CT 121.9, CT 1221, CT 1234, CT 1235, CT 1236.01, CT 1236.02, GT 1237, 
CT 1244, CT 1245, CT 1247, CT 1248, CT 1249.01, CT 1249.02, CT 1251, 
CT 127M1, CT 1271.02, cr 1277, cr 1278.01, CT.l278.02, CT 1279, CT 
1281, GT 1282, CT 1286, CT 1288, CT 1289, cr 1396, CT 1397.01, CT 
1411, CT 1412, CT 1413.01, CT 1413.02, CT 1414, cr 1415, CT 1416, CT 
1417, CT 1433, cr 1434.01, CT 1434.02, CT 1435, CT 1436.02, CT 
1439.01, CT 14S9.02, CT 1942, CT 1943, CT 2611.01, CT 2611.02, cr 
2612, cr3105, CT3109, CT3110, CT3111, CT3112, CT3201, CT 3202, 
CT3203. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT l021.02-Blocks 111, 118, 205, 210, 301, 
302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, and 406,' CT 1032.02-
Blocks 104, 105, 106, 107, lOB, 109, 110, 111, 117, and 118; CT 1041.02-
All except blocks 213,214,215, 216, 217, and 220; CT J047-All except 
block 209; CT 1061.01-Portions not in Congressional District 21; CT 
1061.02-Portions not in Congressional District 21; CT 1062-Portions 
not in Congressional District 21; CT l064-Portions not in Congres-
sional District 21; CT l065-All except blocks 405, 408, 412, 413, 414 
fX}5, !XJ7, 908, 917, 918, 922, 923, 924, 925, 926, 927, and 928; cr 106tW1-
Au' e.>::cept block.~ 420, 421, 433, and 497; CT l066.02-That portiOl, 
north of a straight line connecting the intersection of Woodley A ve-
nue and Balboa Boulevard with the intersecbon of the Golden State 
Freeway and Roxford Street; CT l066.03-Blocks 106, 107, 108, 111, 
112, and 113; CT l066.04-Block Group 1 except blocks 111, 112, and 
113; and blncks 906, 907, 910, 911, 912, and 922; CT1081-Blocks 208, 
238, 239, and that portion of block 228 east of Amigo A venue; CT 
1091-Portions not in Congressional District 21; CT 1112.01-Blocks 
105, 107, 108, 109, 122, and 123; CT 1112.02r-Block Group 1 and blocks 
201,202, and 203; CT 1112.03-Blocks 106, 107, 108, 1G9, 110, 111, 116, 
117, 201, 202, 203, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, and Block Group 4 except 
bkck 402; CT lll3.01-Blocks 218, 219, 220, and 22,.',; CT 1113.02r-
Block Group 1 except blocks 111, 112, .wd 114; Block Group 2 except 
blocks 201,20£, and 203; CT 1114.01-Portions not in Congressional 
District 21; CT 1114'(J2-Portions not in Congressional District 21; cr 
ll51.01-B'ocks 101,102, 103, 104, 116, 117, 126, 202, 206, 222, 223, and 
227; CT 1173.02r-Purtions not in Congressional District 21; CT 1211-
Portions not in Congressional District 21; CT 1222-Portions ;'lOt in 
Congressional District 21; CT 1233.02r-Portions not in Congressiona.l 
District 24; CT 1246-Block Group 1; CT 1272r-Blocks 101, 102, 1D3, 
104,106, 107, 109, 110, 407. 409, 410, 411, and 412; CT 1283.01-Portions 
not in Congressional District 23; CF 1284-Blocks 311, 312, 401, 402, 
403, and 404; CT 128.5--Portions not in Congressional District 23; CT 
1287.01-Block Group 1; CT 1397.02r-Portions not in Congressional 
District 23; CT 3101-Portions not in Congressional District 22; CT 
3104-Portions not in CongTessional District 22; CT 3106-Portions 
not in Congressional Di5trict 22; CT 3107-Portions Jiot in Congres-
sional District 22; CT 31OB-Portions not ill Congressional District 22,-
CT Jl13-Portions nol in Congressional District 22; CT 3114-Por-
tions not in Congressional District 22; CT 3115-Portions not in Con-
gressional District 22; CT 311~Portions not in Congressional Dishict 
22; CT 3117-Portions not in Gongressional District 22; CT 3118-
Portions not in Congressional District 22. 
Congressional District 27: Congressional District 27 shall consist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained in the follOwing whole and 
partia.! census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 2129, CT 2131, CT 2132, CT 2167, CT 2183.. 
CT 2184, CT 2185, CT 2193, CT 2194, CT 2195, G"T 2196, CT 2197, GT 
2198, CT 2199, CT 2627.01, CT 2628, CT 2699.01, CT 2699.02, CT 2701, 
CT2702, CT2703, CT2711.01, CT2711.02, CT2712, CT2713, CT2714, 
CT2715, CT2716, CI'2717.01, CT2717.02, CI'2718, CT2719, CT2721, 
CT2722, CT2723.01, CT2723.02, CT2731, CT2732, CT2733, CT2734, 
':-T 2735, CT 2736, CT 2737, CT 2738, CT 2739, CT 2741, CT 2742, CT 
2751.01, CT 2751.02, CT 2752, CT 2753.01, CT 2753.02, CT 2754, CT 
2755, CT 2756, CT 2766.03, CT 2781, CT 2947.99, CT 2949.99, GT 
2951.99, CT 2961.99, CT 2962.99, CT 2971.99, CT 2976.99, CT 5756.99, 
CT5757.99, CT6037.02, CT6038, CT6039, CT604lJ, CT6041, cr62OO, 
CT6200.99, CT62'J1, CT6202, CT6203.01, CT6203.02, CT6203.03, CT 
6204, CT 6205.01, CT 6205.02, CT 6206.01, CT 6206.02, GT 6207.01, cr 
6207.02, GT 6208, CT 6209.01, CT 6209.02, CT 6210.01, CT 6210.02, CT 
6211, CT 6212, cr 6213.01, CT 6213.02, CT 6214, GT 7012.01, GT 
7012.02, CT 7013.01, CT 7013.02, CT 7014, CT 7015.01, CT 7015.02, CT 
7016.01, CT 7016.02, CT 7017.01, CT 7017.02, CT 7018.01, GT 7018.02, 
CT7019, CT7020, CT7021, cr7022.01, CT7022.02, CT7023, ('77029, 
CT 7029.99, CT 8001, GT 8005. 
Partia.! Census Tracts: CT2127-Blocks 108, 109, and 110; CT2128-
Portions not in Congressional District 24; CT 2169-Portions not in 
Gongressiona.! District 24; C:T 2171-Portions not in Congressional 
District 24; CT 2172r-Portions not in Congressional District 24; CT 
2201-Portions not in Congressiona.! District 28; CT 262~Portions 
not in Congressional District 23; CT2627.02r-Portions not in Congres-
siona.! District 23; CT 2643.02r-Portions not in Congressional Di~·trict 
23; CT 2774-Portions not in Congressional District 28; (,76015--
Portions not in Gongressional District 28;CT 601~Portiorls not in 
Congressional District 31; CT 6017-Porti~ns not in Congres.sional 
District 31; CT 6Ul8-Portions not in Congressional District 28; CT 
6022-Portions not in Congressiona.! District 31; CT 6023.01-PortioIls 
not in Congressional District 31.; CT 6035-Portions not in Congres-
sional District 31; CT 6IJ.'J~Portions not in Congressional District 31; 
CT 6037.01-Portions not in Congressional District 31; G"T 8004-
Portions not in Congressional District 21. 
Congres.lional Distn"ct 28: Congressional District 28 shall consist of" 
the part of Los A.ngeles County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 2088, CT 2089, CT 2093, CT 2094, CT 2095, 
CT 2096, cr 2097, CT 2098, CT 2122, CT 21f'S, CT 2132. CT 2134. CT 
'181, GT218£, CT2186, CT2187, C1"2188, CT2181), CT2191, CT2192, 
GT' 2202, CT 2211, CT 2212, GT 2213, CT 2214.01, CT 2214.02, CT 
2215.01, CT 2215.02, GT 2216.01, cr 2216.02, CT 2217.01, CT 2217.0'2, 
Cr2218, GT 2219, cr 2221, CT 2222, CT 2223, GT 2224, CT EP$, GT 
2226, CT 2227, CT 2242, cr 2243, CT 2244, CT 2245, CT 2246, CT 2247, 
CT 2264, CT 2265, IT 2267, CT 2284, cr 2311, CT 2312, CT 2313, CT 
2314, CT2315, G7'2316, CT2317, CT2318, CT2324, CT2341, CT2342, 
CT 2343, CT 2344, CT 2345, cr 2346, CT 2347, CT 2348, CT 2349, CT 
2351, GT 2352.01, CT 2352.02, G'T 2361, CT 2362.01, CT 2362.02, CT 
2363, CT 2364, CT 2761, CT 2762. CT 2763, CT 2764, CT 2765, cr 
2766.01, CT2766.02, CT2787, CT2768, CT2769, CT2771, CT2172, CT 
2773, CT 6005.01, CT 6005.02, CT 6OOii. CT 6007.01, CT 6007.02, CT 
6008.01, CT 6008.02, CT 6009.01, CT 6009.02, CT 6010, CT 6011, CT 
~~CT~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~03,CT~~ 
CT6014.02, CT6019, CT6020.01, G~r7024, GT7025, CT7026, CT7f127, 
CT~~CT~02,CT~03,cr~~CT~02,CT~ 
CT7032. 
Partial Census Tracts: (,72087-Portions not L.'1 Congressiona.! Dis-
trict 24,' CT 2201-Portions east of" Carmona and its northern exten-
sion; CT 2241-Block Group 2 and blocks 125, 126, 128, 301, 302, 321, 
323, and 325; CT 2283-All of Block Gloups 4 and 5 and ali of Bloc\ 
Group 3 except blocks 307 and 30'3; CT 2774-Block Group 1; CJ' 
6015-Portions of the City of Inglewood; CT 6018-Portions of the 
City of Inglewood. 
CongressiolJal District 29: Congressiona.! District 29 shall consist of 
the part of Los ,ingeles County contained ill the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT2281, CT2282, CT2285, CT2286, CT2287, 
CT 2.288, CT 2289, 9T 2291, CT 22.92, CT 2293, CT 2294, CT 2319, CT 
2321, GT 2322, CT :t323, CT 2325, CT 2326, CT 2327, CT 2328, (,'T 2371, 
CT 2372, CT 2373, CT 2374, CT 2375, CT 2376; CT 2377, CT 2378, CT 
2379, CT 2381, GT 2J82, CT 2383, CT 2384, CT 2.785, CT 2386, CT 2391, 
CT 23~ CT 2393, CT 2394, CT 2395, CT 2396, CT 2397, CT 2398, CT 
2399, CT 2401; cr 2402, CT 2403, CT 2404, CT 2405, CT 2406, CT 2407, 
CT 24U8, CT 2409, CT 2411, CT 2412, CT 2421, cr 2422, CT 2423, CT 
2424, GT 2425, CT 2426, CT ~427, CT 2428, CT 2429, CT 2431, CT 5325, 
GT 5326.01, CT 5..126.02, CT 5327, CT 5321:, CT 5329, CT 5330, CT 
5331.U1, CT5331.02, CT5332, CT5335, CT5345, CT5347, CT5348, CT 
5349, CT535O, CT5351.01, CT5351.O'2, CT5352, CT5353, CT5354, CT 
5355, CT 5356.01, CT 5356.02, CT 5357, CT 5358.01, CT 5358.02, CT 
5359, CT 5360, CT 5361, CT 5362, CT 5504, CT 5505, CT 5506, CT 5507, 
CT5508, CT5509, CT5510, CT5511, CT5512, CT5513, CT5514, CT 
5515, CT 5516, CT 5517, CT 5518, CT 5534, CT 6001, CT 6002.01, CT 
6002.02, CT 6003.01, CT 6003;02, CT 6004. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 2283-Portions not in Congressiona.! Dis-
trict 28; CT !;:)24-Porbons not in Congressiona.! District 30. 
Congressional District 30: Congressiona.! Imtrict 30 shall consist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4041, CT 4043, CT 4044, CT 4045, CT 4046, 
CT 4322, CT 43M, CT 4326, CT 4327, cr 4328, CT 4329, CT 4332, Cr 
4333, CT 4336.01, CT 4336.02, CT 4801.02, CT 4802.. CT 4803, CT 4804, 
CT 4808.01, CT 4808.02, CT 4809, CT 4810, CT 4811, CT 4812.02, CT 
4813, CT 4814, CT 4815, CT 4816.01, CT 4816.02, CT 4817.01, CT 
4817.02, CT 4818, CT 4819.01, CT 4819.02, CT 4820.01, CT 4820.02, CT 
4821.01, CT 4821.02, CT 4822, CT 4823.01, CT 4823.02, CT 4824.01, CT 
4824.02, CT 4825.01, CT 4825.02, CT 4826, CT 4827, CT 4828, CT 
~~CT~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~~cr~02, 
CT 5317.01, CT 5317.{)2, cr 5318, CT 5319, CT 532t), CT 5321, CT 5322, 
CT 5323.01, CT 5323.02, CT 5...W. CT 5334, CT 5336, CT 5337, CT 
5338.01, CT 5338.02, CT 5339, CT 5340, GT 5341, CT 5342, CT 5343, CT 
5...144.01, CT 5344.02. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4006-Portions of the City of Azusa; CT 
4008-Portions of the City of Azusa; CT 4039.01-All except portfons 
of the City of Glendora; cr 404O-AII except portions of the City of 
Glendora; CT 4042-FortioIlS of the City of Azusa; CT 4059-All ex-
cP-pt portions of the City of Covina northwest ofSh.Il DiL.as Wasil; CT 
43OO.01-Portions of the Citv of Azusa; CT 431 I-All except portions 
of the City of Monrovia; C[ 4312r-AII except portions of the City of 
Monrovia; CT 4Jl5-All except the portions of the cities of Arcadia 
and Temple City; CT 4321.01-Portions of the City of El Monte; CT 
4321.02--Portions of the City ofEI MO'nte; cr 4JU-All except the 
portions of the City of Temple City; CT 4..12S-All except the portioils 
of the City of Arcadia; CT 4331-Pol'tions of the Cit;· of El Monte; CT 
43:J4-..... Portions of.he City of El Monte; CT 4..13/j-Portions of the City 
of El Monte; cr 4338-Portions of the City of El }Iionte; CT 4339-
Portions of the City of El Monte; ('74340-PortioIlr of the City of El 
Monte; CT 48OO.02r-Portions of the City of San Gabriel; GT 5J04-
Portions of the City of Monterey Park; CT 5324-·-Portiolls not in the 
City of J:untington ParI,;;. 
Congressional District 31: Congressional District ,11 shall consist of 
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the part of Los Angeles COW1.y contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Ct'nsus Tracts: CT2413, CT2414, CT241S, CT2416, CT2911, 
CT2912, Cr2913, CT2921, ('12931, CT2932.01, CT2932.02, .CT5400, 
CT5401.01, C1"5401.02, CT5402, CT5403, CT5404, CT5405, CT5406, 
C'T 5407, CT 5408, CT 5409.01, CT5409.02, CT 5410.01, CT 5410.02, CT 
5411, CT5412, CT5413, CT5414, CT5415, CT5416.01, CT5416.02, CT 
5417, CT5418, CT542O, CT5421.01, CT5421.02, Cr5422, CT5424.01, 
CT 5424.02, CT 5425, CT 5426, GT 5427, CT 5428, CT 5429, CT 54.'30, 
CT54'31, CT54.'32, CT543.'3.01, CT5433.03, CT54J..1.21, (,15433.22, CT 
54'34, CT 54'35.&1, CT 5435.02, CT 54'35.03, CT 5436.01, CT 54.'36.02, CT 
~~CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~~CT~02, 
CT54.'39.01, CT54.'39.02, CT5531, CT5532, CT,5533, (,15535, CT5536, 




CT 6033, CT 60J4. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 2933-All of Block Group 1 except blocks 
106, l.lo, 111, 112, 113, 117, 118, and 119; CT 544~All except the 
portions in the City of Long Beach; cr 6016-Portions in the City of 
Hawthorne; CT 6017-Portions in tbe City of Hawthorne; CT 6022-
Portions in the City of Ha wthorne; C1'6023. 01-All except blocks 101, 
102,103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 512, and 513; CT 603S-Portions in the 
City of Gar(lena; CT 6OJ6-Portions in the City of Gardena; CT 
6OJ7.01-Portions in the City of Hawthorne. 
Congressional District 32: Congressional District 32 shaD consist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 2941, CT 2942, CT 2943, CT 2944, CT 2945, 
CT 2946, CT 2947, CT 2948, CT 2949, CT 2961, CT 2962, CT 2963, CT 
2964, CT 2965, CT 2966, CT 2967, CT 2968, (,12969, GT 2972, CT 
~~CT~UCT~~CT~UCT~~CT~~ 
CT ~16, CT 5545.17, CT ~18, (,1 5545.19, CT ~21, CT 
5545.22, CT 5550, GT 5551.01, CT 5551.02, CT 5552.01, CT 5700.01, CT 
5700.02, CT 5700.03, CT 5701, CT 5702.01, CT 5702.02, CT 5703.01, CT 
5703.02, CT 57~ CT 5705, CT 5706, CT 5707. 01, CT 5707. 02, CT 5708, 
CT5709.01, CT5709.02, CT5710, CT5711.01, CT5711.02, CT5712, CT 
5713, CT5714, CT5715.01, CT5716, CT5717, CT5721, CT5722.01, CT 
5722.02, CT 5723, CT 5724, CT 5725, CT 5726, CT 5727, CT 5728, CT 
5729, CT 573D, CT 5731, CT 5732.01, CT 5732.02, CT 5733, CT 5736, cr 
5737, £-75738, CT574O, CT5741, CT5742.01, CT5742.02, CT5743, CT 
5746.01, CT5749.01, CT5751, CT5752, CT5753, CT5754, CT5755, CT 
5758, CT 5759, CT 5762, CT 5763, CT 5764, CT 5765, CT 5768, CT 5769, 
CT 6099, CT 6700.01, CT 6700.02, CT 6700.03, CT 6701. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 2933-All except portion.'; included in 
Congressional District 31; CT 2971-All except porbons included in 
CongreSSIonal District 42; CT 2973-All except portions included in 
COJlgressional District 42; CT ~All except portions included in 
Congressional District 31; CT 571~All except portions included in 
Congressional Distnct 42; CT 5720.02-AD except porbons included 
in Congressional District 42; CT 5744-All except portions included 
in Congressional District 42; CT 5749.02-All except portions includ-
ed in Congressional District 42; CT 6707.01-.40 except portions in-
cluded in Congressional District 42. 
Congressional District 33: Congressional District 33 shaD consist of 
the PEUt of Los Angeles CO/mty contained in the folloJiving whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4002.01 .• CT 4002.02, CT 4003, CT 4004.01, 
CT4OO4.02, CT4OO5, CT4D09, CT4010.01, GT4010.02, CT4011.01, CT 
~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~U 
CT 4013.12, CT 4015, P' 4016, CT 4017.01, CT 4017.02, CT 4018, CT 
4019.01, CT 4019.02, CT 4020, CT 4021.01, CT 4021.02, CT 4022, CT 
~~CT~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~~ 
CT 4025.01, CT 4025.02, CT 4026, CT 4027.01, CT 4027.02, CT 4028, CT 
4029.01, CT 4029.02, CT 4030, CT 4032, CT 4033.11, CT 4033.13, CT 
4033.14, CT 4033.15, CT 4034, CT 4037.01, CT 4037.21, CT 4037.22, CT 
4038, CT 4039.02, CT 4060, CT 4061.01, CT 4061.02, CT 4085.~ CT 
4086.21, CT 4086.22, CT 4086.23, CT 4086.24, CT 4086.25, ('14087.01, 
CT 4087.02, CT 4088, CT 4300.02, CT4301.01, CT 4301.02, CT 4302, CT 
5001, CT 5(){)2.01, CT 5002.02, CT 5013, CT 5O~ CT 5015.01, CT 
5015.02, CT5016, CT5017, CT5018, CT5019, CT5033.01, CT5034.01, 
CT 5034.02, CT 5036.01, CT 50..16.02, CT 5037.01, CT 5O..17.(}2, CT 
~~CT~~CT~02,CT~~CT~02,CT~~ 
CT 5040. 02, CT 9109, CT 9110, CT 9300. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4006-Portions not in Congressional Dis-
trict 3D,. CT 4008-Portions not in Congressional District 30; CT 
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4033.02-Portions not in the City of Industry; CT 4033.12-Portions 
not in the City ofIndustry; CT 4035-Portions not in the City of West 
Covina; CT 4036-Porb·ons not in the City of West Covi11a; CT 4039.01 
-Portions not in Congressional District 30; CT 4042-Portions not in 
Congressional District 30,· CT ~Portions not in Congressional 
District 34; CT 4057-Porb·ons not in Congressional Distn"ct 34; CI 
4058-Porlions not in Congressional District 34; CT 405.9--Portions 
not in Congressional District 30,· (,1 4062-P.ortions not in Congres-
sional District 34; CT 4084.02-Portions not in ('ongressional District 
34; (,14085.02-Porhons not in Congressional District 34; CT 4..100.01 
"':""Portions not in Congressional District 30; CT tf003-PortiollS not in 
Congressional District 34; CT 501~Portions not in Congressional 
District 34; CT 5012-Portions not in Congressional District 34; cr 
5020.01-Portions not in Congressional District 34; CT 5020.02-Por-
tions not in Congressional District 34; CT 5021-Portions not in Con-
gressional District 34; CT 5029.02-Portions not in Congressional Dis-
trict 34; CT 5035.02-Porh·ons not in Congressional District 34,c CT 
5041.01-Portions not in Congressional District 34; CT 9108.01-Por-
tiO:lS not in Congressional District 22,. CT 9108.02-Portions not in 
Congressional Dis'rict 20; CT 9200.25-Portions not in Congressional 
District 22. 
Congre.~sional District 34: Congressional District 34 shall consist of 
the part of Los Angeles Countl' contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 4047, CT 4048, CT 4049, CT 4050, CT 4051, 
CT 4052, CT 4053, CT 4Otf5, CT 4Otf6, CT 406.'), CT 4064.01, (,"14064.02, 
CT 4065, CT 4066.01,CT 4066.02, CT 4067, CT 4068, CT 4069, CT 4070, 
CT~~CT~02,CT~CT~CT~CT~CT~ 
CT 4077, (,14078, CT 4079, CT 4080.01, CT 4080.02, CT 4081.01, CT 
4081.02, C14081.31, CT 4081.32, CT 4082.01, CT 4082.02, CT 4IJ83.01, 
CT~02,CT~~CT~~CT~~CT4086.~cr~ 
CT5004.01, CT5004.02, CT5OO5, CT5OO6, CT5007, CT5OO8, CT5009, 
CT5022, CT5023, CT5024, CT5025, CT5026.01, CT5026.02, CT5027, 
CT5028, CT5029.01, CT5030, CT5031.01, (,15031.02, CT5032.01, CT 
5032.02, CT 5033.02, CT 5035.01, CT 5041.02, CT 5500, CT 5501, CT 
5502, CT 5503, CT 5519, (,15520, CT 5521, CT 5522, CT5523, CT 5524, 
CT 5526, CT 5527, CT 5528, CT 5529, CT 5530, GT 5546, CT 5547, CT 
5548.01, CT 5548.02, CT 5549. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 4033. 02-Portiolls of the City of Industry; 
CT 4033. 12-Portions of the City of Industry; CT 4035-Portions 0 
the City of West f7ovina; CT 4036-Portions of the City of West Co-
vina; CT ~Al1 except tbe portions of the City of Covina; £-7 
4057-.40 excepc the portions of the City of Covina and block 101; CT 
4058-Portions not in the City of Covina; CT 4062-Portions of the 
City of West Covina; CT 4084.02-Portions of the City ofIndustry and 
unincorporated areas north of the Pomona Freeway and west of 
Workman Mill Road; CT 4085.02-Block Groups 1,2, and 3, and blocks 
404,405, 410, and 417; CT 4331-Portions not included in. Congression-
al District 30; CT 4334-Portions not included in Congressional Dis-
trict 30; CT 4335-PoI·tions not included in Congressional Distn"ct 30; 
CT 43.18-Poroons not included in Congressional District 30; CT 4339 
-Portions not included in Congressional Divtrict 30; CT 434~Por­
tions not included in Congressional District 30; CT 5003-Block 
Group 1; CT 501~.40 except the portions of the (,Yty of WhittJ"er; CT 
5OJ2-Portionsnot in the City of WhittJ"er; CT5020.01-A.ll except the 
portions of the City of .vhittier; CT 5020. 02-.40 except the portions 
of the City of Whittier; CT 5021-.40 except the portions of the City 
of WhittJ"er; CT 5029.02-.40 except the portions nf the City of W'-it-
tier; CT 5035.02- -All except the porb·ons of the City of WJ:ittier, CT 
5041.01-Putions of the City of Santa Fe Springs. 
Congressional District 35: Congressional District 35 shaD consist of 
the follol'ving whole coun~y: Inyo, together with the part of San Ber-
nardino County not included in Congressional District 36, together 
with the part of Los Angeles County contained in the following whole 
and parh"al census tracts: 
WhoJe Census Tract: Gl9001. 
Parb"al Census Tract: CT 91~Portions in Ed 139 north and east 
of the SoUf,l,ern PadRc Railroad. 
Congressional District 36: Congressional District 36 shaD consist of 
the part of Riverside COlmty con.ained in the following whole and 
parb"al census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 301, cr 302, CT 303, CT 304, CT 305, CT 
mCTQCT~02,CT~02,CT~CT~CT_CT~ 
CT404, CT405, CT410, CT411, CT412, (,1413, CT422.02, CT422.rx 
CT42.3. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 313-.40 except blocks 302, 303, Q 310, 
319, 320, 321, 322, 323, and 324; CT 314.01-.40 except blocks 402, 403, 
404, and 405, and Block Group 5, and portions of block 407 west of 
MarshaD Street and its southern extension to the Riverside Freewa}~' 
cr 315.01-All except blocks 109, !I3, 115, and Block Group 2 exclud-
ing blocks 211 ,wd 212; cr 406.01-All except blocks 217, 218, 219, 220, 
221,222, 223, 226, and 227, together with the part of SaIl Bernardino 
County contained in the following whole and partial census tracts: 






70, cr 74.01, cr 75, cr 76, cr 77. 
Partial Census Tracts: cr 3-Portions in the City of Ontario; cr 
4-Portions in the City oE Ontario; cr 6.01-Portions in the City of 
Ontario; cr 13-Portions not in the City oE Rancho Cucamonga; cr 
17-Portions in tlle City of Ontano; cr 2O-Portions in the City of 
Fontana; cr 21-Portions in the City oE Ontario; cr 22-Portions in 
the cUes of Fontana and Ontario; cr 27-Portions in the City of 
Rialto, except for the noncontiguous portion; cr 71-All except por-
tions south of F.ern Street and its southwestarly extension to an inter-
section witlJin the city limits of Grand Terrace and portions in the 
City oE Grand Terrace; cr 72-All except portions in the City oE 
Lorna Linda and blocks 324 and 326 and the portion oE block 401 in 
the City of Redlands; cr 7S-Portions in the cities of Colton and SaIl 
Bernardino; cr 74.0'2-All except the unincorporated portions of 
Block Groups 1, 2, and 3; cr 79-Portions in the City oE San Bernar-
dino; cr 101-Portions in the City of SaIl Bernardino; cr 102.02-
Portions in the City of San BernardiIlo. 
Congressional District 37: Congressional District 37 snaD consist of 
th~~ part oE Riverside County not included in Congressional District 
36. 
Congressional District 38: Congressional District 38 shaD consist oE 
th<J part of Orange County contained in the follOwing ",'hole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: cr 740.03, cr 740.05, CT 740.06, cr 741.01, 









CT 890.01, cr 890.02, L"T 891.01, CT 891.02, cr 891.03, cr .992.01, cr 
m~CT~~cr~02,CT~03,cr~02,cr~03,cr 
999.04, cr 1100.01, cr 1100.03, cr 1100.04, cr 1100.05, cr 1100.10, cr 
1100.11, cr 1100.13, cr 1101.01, crn01.O:·' cr 1101.04, cr 1101.(}(j, 




Partial Census Tracts:.cr 525.01-Portions in the City oESaIlta Ana; 
cr 741.04-Blocks 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, and 110,' 
cr 744.01-Portiqns south of Washington A venue; cr 744.04-Por-
tions in the City of Santa Ana; CT 750.01-Blocks 209, 210, 211, 2.(2, 
213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 22t?, 221, 222, 223, 224, and 225; CT 
761.03-Portions in th£1 City of Garden Grove; cr ~Ol-All except 
portions in the CityoE Fullerton; cr 868.03-Porbons east of La Reina 
A venue and south oE Yale A venue and its westernlyextension to the 
northeni extension of Syracuse A venue and east oE Syracl/Se A venue; 
CT 869.03-Portions south of Orange Avenue; cr 87o.01-PortioDs 
sOlIth oE Orange A venue; cr 87o.02-Portions south of Orange Ave-
nue; CT 875.03-Portions in the City of Garden Grove; cr 876.02-
Portions west of Euclid A venue and portions in the City oE Gardi:.n 
Grove; cr ~Ol-Portions west of Brookhurst Str~~t;. CT ~04-
Portions south of Cerritos A venue; cr 992.02-Portions in the City of 
SaIlta ~la; cr 992.03-AIl except porbons in the Gi"ty of FOlmtain 
VpJ]ey; cr 992.04-Block 118; cr 996.01-Portions nortbeast of the 
405 Freeway; cr 997.02-All except portions of the City of Hunting-
ton Beach,- cr997.03-Blocks 107, 108, 109, 1~ 152, 153, 155, 1~ and 
157; cr 1100.06-Portions in the City oE Los Alamitos; cr 1100.07-
7ortions oE the City of Los Alamitos; cr 1106.01-Portions south of 
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad 
Congressional District 39: Congressional District 39 shall consist of 
the part of Orange County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Wllole Census Tracts: CT 11.01, CT 11.02, ,"::1'11.03, CT 12, CT 13.01, 
CT 13.02, CT 14.01, cr 14.02, CT 14.C3, cr 14.04, CF 15.01, CT 15.02, 
cr 15.03, cr 15.04, CT 15.05, CT 16.01, GT 16.02, cr n01, CT 17.02, 
CT 18.01, CT 18.02, cr 19.01, CT 19.02, CT 19.03, cr 110, cr 111.01, 
CT111.02, CT 112, cr 113, CT 114.01, L"T114.02, cr 115.01, GT 115.02, 
cr 116.01, CT 116.02, CT 117.07, CT 117.08, CT 117.09, CT 117.10,cr 
117.11, CT 117.12, CT 117.13, CT 117.14, CT 117.15, cr 117.16, cr 









cr 873, cr514.01, cr 874.02, cr 874,03, cr 875.01, cr 875.04, GT 
876.01, CT 1106.04, CT 1106.05. 
Partial Censl/S Tracts: cr 219.07-Portions in the City of Anaheim; 
G7 756.0l-Portions in the City of Orange; cr 758.06-Blocks .101, 
102, 103, J04, 105, 106, 107, 108, and 109; cr759.02-All except portions 
in the City of Santa Ana; cr 760-All except portions in the City of 
Santa Ana; cr 761.03-All except portions in Congressional District 
38; CT 868.Oi-All except portions in Congressional District 38; CT 
868.OS-All except portions in Congressional District 38; cr 869.03-
All except portions in Congressiollal District 38; cr 870,01-All ex-
cept portions in Congressional District 38; cr 87o.02-All except por-
tions in Congressional District 38; cr 875.03-All except portions in 
C01Jgressional District 38; cr 876.02-All except portions iII Congres-
sional District 38; cr ~01-411 except portions in Congressional 
District 38; cr ~04-All except portions in Congressional Distnet 
38: c:--:r 1106.01-All except portions in CongressIonal District 38. 
Congressional District 40: Congressional District 40 shaD consist oi 
the part of Orange County not contained in Congressional Districts 
38, 39, 42, .md 43. 
Collgres.;ional District 41: Congressional Distdct 41 shaD consist of 
the part of San Diego County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tract ': cr 20.01, cr 28.01, CT 29.01, CT 76, cr 77, 
crmCTm~crm02,cr~~cr~~cr&~crM02,cr 
82, cr 8.'J.01, cr 83.03, GT 83.05, cr 83.06, cr 83.07, CT 83.10, cr 
83.11, cr 83.12, cr 83.13, CT 83.14, CT 83.15, CT 83.16, cr 83.17, cr 
83.18, CT 83.19, cr 83.20, cr 83.21, CT 83.22, cr 83.23, cr 83.24, cr 
M~CTM02,crM03,CTMHcrM05,crM06,CTM~CT 
~09,CTMmCT$ucrMucrM~CTn~crn~cr 
91.03, CT 91.04, cr 91.05, CT 94, CT 9/5.01, CT 95.02, cr 95.03, CT 
95.04, cr 96.02, cr 96.03, cr 96.04, cr 97.03, cr 97.04, cr 97.05, CT 
97.06, cr 98.01, cr 98.02, L"T 98.04, {,798.05, (:"r 145, CT 146, t7f 147, 
CTm~CT~03,cr~Hcr~cr~CTmCTmCT 
~03,CT~06.CT~07,cr~08,cr~09,CT~mcr 
166.11, cr 167.01, cr 170.07, cr 170.08, cr 170.09, GT 170.10, cr 
170.11, cr 170.12, cr 170.18, cr 171.02, CT 172, cr 173.01, cr 174.01, 
cr 176, cr 177. 
Partial Censl/S Tracts: cr 137-All except blocks 207, 208, 209, 210, 
and 215,' CT lc1!~-All except blocks 308, 309, 310, and 311; CT 162.02-
All except portIons in the City of E1 Cajon; cr 166.02-All except 
portions in the City of E1 Cajon,- cr 166.0l~-Portions not in the City 
of E1 Cajon,- cr 17o.05-All except portions in the City of San Diego; 
cr 170.06-A1J except portions in the City of San Diego; cr 170.13-
All except portions in the City of SaIl Diego; CT 17o.l7--All except 
Block Group 1 with the e!(clusion of blocks 114, 115, and 116,- CT 
i7S-AU except blocks 102,103,104, and 105; cr 207.@.-Block916 
and the unincorporated portion of block 917. . 
Congressional District 42: Congressional District 42 shaD consist of 
the part of Los Angeles County contained.in the- following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole Censl/S Tracts: cr 2961, cr 29'74, cr 2975, cr 2976, cr 
5552.02, cr 5715.02, cr 5719, CT 5720.01, CT 57U cr 57~ cr 
5739.01, cr 5'/39.02, cr 574.."1, CT 5746.02, CT 5747, cr 57~ cr 
5750.01, CT5750.02, crS7/;6, cr5757, cr57~ cr5761, GT57~ cr 
57~ cr577o, CT 5771, cr 5772, cr 5773, cr 5774, cr 5775.01, cr 
~02,cr~~CT~.cr~03,cr~~cr~02, 
CT 6501.01, cr 6501.02, cr 6502, cr 6503, cr 6504, cr 6505.01, cr 
6505.02,cr~~cr~02,cr~03,cr~~cr~02, 
cr_cr~~cr~02,cr~~cr~~cr~~ 
cr 6511.02, cr 6512 . ..;}, cr 6512.21, cr 6512.22, cr 6513.01, cr 
65 
6.'f13.02, CT6514, GT6702.01, CT6702.02, CT6703.01, CT6103.02, (T 
6704.01, CT 6704.02, CT 6705, CT 6706, CT 6707.,02. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 2971-Blocks 115 and 119; CT 2973-
Block Group 3 and blocks 203,206, 207, 208 and 210; CT 5718-All 
except blocks 115,117, 120, 127, and 128; CT 5720.02-Block Group 1 
and blocks 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, and 208; CT 5744-Blocks 
101 and 204; L"T 5749.02-All except blocks 101, 206, and 207,' CT 
6707.01-All except portions in the City of Lomita, together with the 
part of Orange County contaiIled in the following whole and partial 
cenSllS tracts: 






999.01, CT ll00.~ L"T 1100.12. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT992.04--Portions in the City of Westmin-
ster, except block 118; CT .992.2:3-Portions in the City of Westmin-
ster; CT 992.39-Blocks 107, 1~ 109, 110, 111, 112, 144, and 145; CT 
~Ol-Portions not in Congressional District 38; CT 997.02-Por-
tions not in Congressional Distnet 38,- CT 997.03-Portiolls not in 
Congressional District 38; CT 1100.06-Portions not in Congressional 
Distnet 38; L"T 1100.07-Portions not in Congressional District 38. 
Congressional District 43: Congressional District 43 shall consist of 
the part of San Diego County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole CensllS Tracts: CT 170.14, CT 170.15, CT 170.16, CT 171.01, 





CT 198., CT 1~ CT200.02, CT200.m CT200.04, CT200.05, CT201.01, 
CT 201.02, CT 202.01, CT 202.02, CT 202.m CT 202.04, CT 202.05, CT 
~~CT~02,CT~mCT~CT205,CT206,~CT206,02, 
CT 207.01, CT 207.04. 
Partial CensllS Tracts: CT 170.05-Portions not in Congressional 
District 41; CT 170.06-Portions not in Congressional District 41; CT 
170.13-Portions not in Congressional Dl:~trict 41; CT 170.17-Por-
tions not in Congressional District 41; CT 17S-Portions not in Con-
gressional District 41; CT 207.03-Portions not in Congressional Dis-
trict 41,· together with the part of Orange County contained in the 
following whole and partial census tracts: 




Proposition ll-Text-Contmued from page 45 
Martinez and Pleasant Hill; CT 3511; CTs 3551.01 through 3902. 
Senate District 8.- Senate District 8 shall consist of the part of the 
City aIld County of San Francisco contained in the following wbole 
census tracts: CT 171; CT 176.01;CT 177; LTs 178 through 180; CT204; 
CTs 215 through 332; CTs 604 through 610, together With the part of 
th e County of San Mateo contained in the following whole and partial 
censllS tracts: CTs 6001 through 6057; CT 6068, except that portion 
Within the city limits of the City of San Mateo; CT 6069, except that 
portion within the city limits of the City of San Mateo; CT6135-That 
portion Within ED 1 and generally north and east of ED 1; CT 6136. 
Senate District 9: Senate District 9 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Al'l.IIleda contained in the following whole censllS tracts: 
CTs 4001 through 4089; CTs 4096 through 4286, together with the part 
of the COlmty of Contra Costa contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: CT 34OO.02-That portion ofCT 3400.02 located 
within the city limits of the City of Lafayette; CT 3410; CT 3452.02; 
CT 3470-That portion of CT 3470 located outside the bound/uies of 
the Cities of Martinez and Pleasant Hill; CTs 3480 through 35fIO; CTs 
3512 through 3540; CTs 3910 through 3920. 
Senate District 10: Senate District 10 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Alameda contained in the following wilOle cens'JS tract~: 
CTs 4090 through 4095; CTs 4301 throllgh 4517. 
Senate Distnct 11: Senate District 11 shall consist of part of the 
County of San Mateo contained in the folloWing whole and partial 
ceIlSllS tracts: CTs 6058 through 6068, except that portion of GT 6068 
66 
524.11. 
Partial CensllS Tracts: CT 320.07--All except Block Group 3 and 
blocks 237, 244, 252, 253. 254, 255, 2..'56, 257, 258, 259, and 260; GT 
423.03-Portions in the City of San Juan Capistrano; cr 524.U8-Por-
tions not in the City of Irvine; Cl' 524.10-Portions not in the City of 
Irvine. 
Congressional District 44: Congressional District 44 shall comist of 
. the part of San Diego County not included in Congressional Districts 
41, 43, and 45, including those tracts designating population on vessels 
which are not contained in Congressional Districts 41, 43, and 45. 
Congressional District 45: Congressional District 45 shall consist of 
the following wbole county: Imperial, together udth the part of San 
Diego County contai7ed in the following whole and partial census 
b'acts: 
VVhole Census Tracts: CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, L"T 5, CT 6, GT 7, GT 9, 
CTmCT~CT~CT~CT~07,CT~CT~CT~CT~ 
CT~CT~CT~CTm~CTm02,CTnCTmCT~~CT 
73.02, cr 74, CT 75, GT 99.01, CT 100.07, CT 101.04, CT 102, CT 103, 
CT~CT~CT~~CT~02,CT~mCT~~CT~ 







CT 168.03, GT 168.04, CT 168.05, CT 169, CT2~CT209.01, CT209.02, 
CT 210, CT 211, CT 212.01, CT 212.02, L"T213. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 1-All except blocks 407, 410, 501, 502, and 
509; CT 8-Blocks 307, 308, 309, 312, 313, 314, and 315,' CT 32.~All 
except portions in the City of National City and the unincorporated 
portions of block 2m. CT 65-All except Block Groups 2 and 4 and 
block 506 and those portions of blocks ,W2 and 503 that are southeast 
of an extension of Enterprise Street from Pacific Coast Higbway and 
the San Diego Freeway; CT 89-Blocks 206, 207, 208, 2O!J. 210, 211, 214, 
215, 216, and 217; CT l00.06--Blocks 536, 537, ,ill, 539, 540, 541, 542, 
and 543; CT 101.05-Block Groups 7 and 9 and block 540,' CT 137-
Portions not in Congressional District 41; CT 1S8-Portions not in 
Congressional District 41; CT 138-Portions not in Congressional Dis-
trict 41; CT 162.02-Portions not in CongressiOnal District 41; CT 
166.02-Portions not in Congressional District 41; CT 166.05-Por-
tions not in Congressional District 4.:. 
SEC. 3. If any section or provision of this act or the application 
thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the invalidity 
shall not affect other sections or provisions or applications of the act 
which can be given effect without the invalid section, provision or 
application, and to this end the sections of this act and the provisions 
of the sections of this act are severable. 
located outside the boundaries of tile City of San Mateo; CT 6069-
That portion of CT 6069 located within the city limits of the City of 
San Mateo; CTs 6070 through 61~ except that portion of CT 6135 
within Senate District 8; CTs 6137 through 6138 together with the part 
of the COImty of Santa Clara contained in the following whole and 
partial censllS tracts: G"T 5046.01-That portion located within the city 
limits of the City of Palo Alto; CT 5065.02-That portion located 
within the city limits of the City of Los Gatos; CT 5067.03-That 
portion located within the city limity of the City of Los Gatos; CT 
5068.0'; CTs 5068'(J4 through 5079.03, except that portiull of CT 
5072.04 within the city limits of the City of Campbell; CT 5080.01; CTs 
508.1.01 through 5082.01, except that portion of CT 5081.02 located 
outside the boundaries of the City of CzIpertino; CTs 5083.01 through 
5OL13.04; CT5099.01-Thatportion located within the city limits of the 
City of Los Altos; CTs 5100.01 throllgh 5118, except that portion of CT 
51 00.01 located within the city limits of the City of Mountain View and 
llllincorporated areas wholly surrounrJed by the City of Mountain 
View; CTs 5119.03 through 5119.08. 
Senate District 12: Senate District 12 shall consist of the whole 
County of StanislallS, togetber with the part of the County of Santa 
Clara contained i'l the following whole and partial census tracts: CTs 
5021.01 and 5026.01-Those pcrtions located I,J-ithin the city limits of 
the City of Campbell; CTs 5026.02 through 5029.08; CTs 5030.02 
through 5030.03; CTs 5032.06 through 5032.08; L T 5033.05; CTs 5033.01 
through .'5033.10; CTs 5041 through 5042; CTs 5043.06 through 5044.09,' 
CTs 5044.11 through 5045.03: GT 5050.02-That portion located within 
the city limits of the City of Milpitas; CTs 5064.02 and 5065.01-That 
